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1.

INTRODUCTION

The trend in coal usage has been toward large consumers with
smaller energy consumers relying on other more easily transported
fuels.

By far, the largest users of United States coal are the

electric utility companies which, in 1970 alone, accounted for nearly
60 percent of the total demand [la].*

Other promising future large

lot consumers may be coal gasification and liquefaction facilities.
Coal is more suited to large consumers because of its relatively
low mine mouth cost but high transportation cost.

The transportation

costs can be lowered significantly by dealing 1n large shipments.
Currently, the most common method of moving coal is by rail, accounting for 67 percen~ or 376 million tons, of the coal mined in 1969 [lb].
Other less significant modes include truck, barge, and slurry pipeline.
While truck transportation can be economical for very short hauls,
barge movement can serve only those consumers located on large rivers,
lakes, or sea coasts.

Slurry pipeline, although in use in several

scattered locations throughout the United States, has not had the impact
expected on coal transportation.

It handles only a minor portion of coal

traffic so far because it can be justified only over long distances due
to large preparation and separation costs.

Large consumers have cut con-

ventional rail rates approximately 25 to 40 percent by utilizing unit
trains to supply their needs [le].

The following is a review of the

operating and economic limits of the unit train.

It provides a base

for comparison with slurry and pneumatic pipelines.

*Numbers in brackets refer to entries in REFERENCES.
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The unit train is a single purpose train for hauling one commodity,
coal ! in this case.

It is composed of special purpose cars which haul

continuously from mine to consumer.

Its use dates back to 1957 when the

Reserve Mining Company transported iron ore over a SO-mile private section of track to a processing plant at Silvek Bay, Minnesota [2].
Utilization of the unit train for coal actually became prominent in the
mid 1960's.

Due to different definitions of the term unit train, it

is difficult to say exactly what percentage of rail coal moves by this
method; however, estimates vary from one-third to one-half of the total
rail traffic in coal [ld).

Unless some other method shows promise, or

unless consumer needs charige, it is apparent that unit trains will become more and more in demand for hauling high volume coal shipments.
Unit coal trains really became refined in the late 1960's and have
7

since improved even further.
--,

From the very beginning, its successful

initiation has almost always depended on close· cooperation between the
mining company, the railroad, and the electric utility company.

Typically_.,

long term contracts (ten years or more) are made so that large capital
investments for equipment can be justified, including the unit train itself and coal handling at both ends of the haul.

Early operations were

typified by railroad owned coal cars and locomotives, primarily because
they already owned the equipment.

When freignt cars specifically suited

to coal hauling and larger locomotives becane the rule rather than the
exception, it became preferrable for the utility companies to own their
own trains as part of their investment facilities and for protection from
arbitrary dispatching; all train crews and most maintenance were provided
by the railroad, however,

Traditionally, the mining companies are more
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hesitant to assume unit train ownership, probably because they have less
to gjin from it than either the utility companies or the railroads.

How-

ever, the associated contracts do provide a guaranteed outlet for the
mine's coal and unit trains often lower the delivered cost of coal
enough to encourage increased coal usage.

For railroads, unit trains

provide better equipment and plant utilization compared to other rail
modes.

For the coal burning utility companies, they lower fuel expendi-

tures and establish a stable fuel supply [le].

Lowering transport costs

also increases the economically recoverable coal reserves so that mines
7

may go deeper and increase recovery percentages thus effectively prolonging the time before mine closure.

Higher recovery percentages are

to the nation's advantage because once the mine is abandoned, often it
was not reopened because reopening cost tends to overshadow the productivity via higher recovery techniques.
A unit train,,operation involves much more · than merely the locomotive and freight cars to haul the coal.

Successful operation is de-

pendent upon concentrated usage of equipment so that the train spends
as much time on the road as possible.

To provide this condition, high

rate loading and unloading facilities as well as great storage capability must be ~nstalled to supplement the train .

Naturally, these im-

proved c6al handling facilities increase the tlelivered price of coal and
must be included in the total economic and technological analysis of
the unit train.

Another factor which sometimes may be ignored in fixing

unit train rates is the cost of building and maintaining the railroad.
The trend in recent years has been to spend the absolute minimwn on
track maintenance and building new mileage (a result of the declining
financial stability of the railroads and their diversification).

It
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may be that upgrading unsatisfactory sections of track or actually
building a new line could become economically feasible because of
increased revenue of railroads through high degree of usage by unit
trains.

Some sections of track will allow speeds of only ten miles

per hour [2] thus definitely hampering the efficiency of a unit train
on a tight time schedule and reducing total utilization.

Rail and

tie replacements are presently at below average depreciation rates so
that track conditions are declining or, at best, staying the same.
A new effort must be made to develop either labor saving methods of
track construction and maintenance or a totally new concept of track
design.
In reviewing the operating and economic limits of the unit train,
it becomes apparent that the railroads may have set rates without exactly relating to the underlying cost figures.

In a 1963 report to

the Secretary of Commerce, Science and Technology in the Railroad Industry [3], this was expressed as follows:
"Pricing must depend upon knowledge of cost and components
of cost.

Until sufficient cost data are available, rates

quoted by the railroads cannot accomplish their purpose
of effective competition at a profitable price.

The rail-

roads have never instituted cost-finding procedures as a
reference for pricing services.

Although several different

sets of books have been kept traditionally to meet the separate
requirements of the ICC, the IRS, the various state reporting
criteria and for responsibility accounting, none of the bookkeeping operations offers a basis for costing service."

5

Though this picture may be overly pessimistic for today's railroads
in general, it probably comes very close to the situation with respect
to unit train operations.

However, such arbitrariness can be reduced

through systematic quantification.
Probably the major cat a lyst to the formation of unit trains and
the corresponding reduction of bulk railroad rates on these onecommodity trains was competition from coal slurry pipelines and on
the East coast and the reduction of crude oil prices in the 1960's.
Some large coal users had felt an urgent need to reduce transportation
costs and had financed the successful construction of a coal slurry
pipeline in Ohio [4a].

This pipeline posed a severe threat to the

railroads as their largest volume commodity was coal and the slurry
rates were far lower than their single car coal shipment rates.

In

a 1962 Department of the Interior publication, "Report to the Panel
on Civilian Technology on Coal Slurry Pipelines [5], the impact of
slurry pipelines was predicted as follows:
"Since coal traffic is so important to the earnings of the
railroads, especially in the East, we believe that they can
ill afford to watch even a single new pipeline built without

making every effort to minimize their own costs and adjust
their own services in such a way as to meet the competition
effectively, before the traffic is lost."
After a very short period of thought and re-evaluation of their techniques and profits, the railroads, in cooperation with the electric
utilities and coal mines, instigated the unit train concept .

Driven

by the instinct for survival, the railroads undercut the delivered coal
cost of slurry pipelines and put most of them out of business in a few

6

years.

The slurry line in Ohio was shut down and later converted to

moving garbage from Cleveland.

Presently, the only highly successful

coal slurry line in the United States is the 273 mile Black Mesa line
in the Southwest.

One reason for its selection over unit train trans-

portation was that otherwise a 150-mile section of track over rough
terrain would have to have been constructed to serve the mine-topowerplant route [6].

This project alone casts doubt as to whether

unit train rates can compete with pipelines when no track is originally
present.

,
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2.

LOADING AND UNLOADING FACILITIES

Successful initiation of a unit train operation is closely dependent upon the speed at which the coal can be loaded and unloaded.
The more time the coal cars spend actually hauling to and from the
mine and powerplant, the better,

Before unit trains, railroad owned

cars were delivered empty to the loading facility and loaded at
leisure; that is, the car loading rate was probably near the mine production rate, thus minimizing the necessary storage but at a high
demurrage cost.

This technique allowed only very small annual usage

of cars in terms of ton-miles ·moved.

Hence, the cost of cars was given

as the reason for a high rate charged by railroads.

By increasing the

usage of cars (many times by a factor of ten or more), the railroads
could cut coal train rates drastically [7] to compete with, for instance,
slurry pipelines.

This cut in the delivered price of coal allowed the

mines and power companies to bear the cost of high capacity coal handling equipment over a period of years.
The first prerequisite for a loading facility to handle the new
unit trains is increased auxiliary track capacity.

There are basically

three ways of attaining this capacity: (1) a loop track, (2) a single
siding, or (3) multiple sidings.

The loop track is probably the most

popular as it allows the train to remain coupled throughout loading and
during turn around.

Its main disadvantages are the large radius for

turning and the space it requires.
readily available at the mine site.

In many situations this space is
The minimum loop track or multiple

siding lengths run over one mile in length, while single sidings are
twice this length [8a].

Multiple sidings are sometimes used where only

8

limited space is available.

They are usually so short that the train

must be broken into several sections upon arriving at the loading point.
This increases loading time because of the extra car manipulation required.

Any of these set-ups can also be used by the power companies

for unloading.
In order to meet unit train demands, most mines must develop an
expanded storage system to enable them to handle the rapid loading rates.
In 1971 there were only 25 operating mines in the United States that
were larger than 2 million tons per year, and only three of these mines
exceeded 5 million tons per year [9].

If we assume a typical large mine

capacity of 2.5 million tons per year, then, based on a 250-day working
year, mine production amounts to 10,000 tons per working day.

This is

a typical tonnage for a single unit train; thus, at least one day's mine
capacity must be stored to load a unit train (assuming negligible loading time).

Actually, some mines carry as much as 50,000 tons or more

live storage to meet varied demands [Sa].

Many mines are f eeding their

entire output to one power plant via unit trains.

Maintaining storage

capacity for several unit train loads minimizes the change of holding
up a train due to mechanical failure or worker stoppage in the mine.
Utilities normally maintain a 60-day storage as a hedge against strikes
at the mine or the railroad.
Storage of either washed or raw coal can be maintained in the form
of a ground storage pile or the more recent form of closed cylindrical
silos.

Enclos d silos are usually beneficial in avoiding water and air

pollution difficulties associated with open storage [8a].

The sharply

sloped inner walls of the silo provide another advantage, that of almost
100 percent live storage or complete coal recovery.

Typically, open
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stacks are far from 100 percent live storage wit:hout: help frum l.Julldozers or endloaders.

Unless the coal in dead storage is compacted suf-

ficiently, there may be a significant explosion hazard when it remains
for a period of months.
Silos are constructed with relatively small base areas to simplify
--,

reclaim operations.

Hence, there can be a savings in the number of coal

feed ports and the number of mechanical coal feeders which supply the
loadout conveyor.
silor is increased.

Naturally, there is a trade-off when the height of the
Surface-to-volume ratio, as well as construction costs,

increase significantly for an extremely tall silo.
factors, there is another more important one:

Even before these two

Conveyors loading the silo

must feed into the top of it; extra height requires a longer conveyor.
The maximum possible inclination with a belt type conveyor is about 18
degrees; thus, doubling the silo height necessitates a doubling of conveyor length if it is already at an 18-degree inclination [10a].

Energy

requirements to raise the coal to the height must also be considered.
Another constraint on the size of coal storage silos is presently available designs.

A special order silo might be feasible but not economical

due to increased engineering costs.
Storage capacity for nine representative mines varied from 367 to
800 percent of the daily unit train capacity in a 1970 Bureau of Mines
study [Sa].

The larger figures were associated with open stock piles.

Ground storage piles are usually stacked in one of four shapes:
(1) windrow, (?) kidney, (3) spread, and (4) conical.
quires different equipment.

Each shape re-

The windrow pile is shaped by a traveling

stacker; kidney shaped piles, by a pivoted and hinged belt boom; the
spread pile, by scrapers, trucks, and bulldozers; and the conical pile,
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by a fjxed stacking belt and tube [8a).

Typically, conical piles are

about 100 feet in height and hold about 40,000 tons of coal.

Conical

piles much higher than this become impractical because of the higher
percentage of dead storage added.
is near 40 degrees.

The normal angle of repose of coal

Most operations are set up to recover about one-

third of the pile without using a bulldozer to push the dead storage
into the reclaim ports [10a].

This dead storage must be rotated at

least every six weeks during periods of high moisture and every 10
weeks during the winter months to prevent spontaneous combustion problems [8b].

Steel stacker-dust tubes are employed to eliminate coal

dust which is instrumental in combustion.

Coal fed to the stock pile

enters this steel tube at the top and the dust falls out• before the coal
exits through ports in the side of the tube.

Another factor that may

contribute to explosions is the release of occluded methane by some
coals.

This condition can arise in the reclaim tunnels under stockpiles

where levels of methane have been known to reach 2 percent even with considerable ventilation [10b].

Hence, care must be exercised to avoid

sources of ignition (e.g., electric lights or exposed wiring) .
Belt-type conveyors are used both to move the coal from the preparation plant to storage as well as to move it from storage out to the
trac)<. tiple.

The size of conveyors running from the preparation plant

or mine is rather small in comparison to the loadout conveyors, generally
from 36 to 48 inches in width with capaciti0s of from 400 to 1,500 tons
per hour (tph) [8c].

Size is determined by mine capacity, hours of

preparation plant operation, and storage capabilities in the preparation
plant.

Assuming a 16-hour work day, a 6-day work week, no storage capacity

within the preparation plant, a 2 million ton annual production for unit
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trains, and adequate storage capacity, a 400-tph conveyor belt is adequate.

An upper limit based on a very large mine (5 million tons an-

nually), working a relatively short day of 10 hours, and a 5-day work
I

week requires a conveyor of 1,920 tph capacity; probably the size of
the largest storage conveyor in use.
Loadout conveyors are naturally larger than storage conveyors
because they must load a unit train as quickly as the loading facilities
allow.

In the 1970 Bureau of Mines study [8c], loa<lout conveyor sizes

were either 60 or 72 jnches in width and had capacities of 2,500 to 4,000
tph.

A capacity of 3,000 tph is equivalent to 50 tons per minute which

is sufficient to load a 100-ton coal car in two minutes or a 10,000-ton
train in three hours and 20 minutes.
-,

Many loading rates are higher than

this as evidenced by a 1972 advertisement for the Lively Manufacturing
and Equipment Company.

The advertisement mentioned an ultra-modern,

high-speed railroad loading system built for the Decker Coal Company in
Montana with a 5,500-tph loadout capability [11].
Unloading facilities utilize much of the same equipment used in
.loading facilities.

Provisions for unloading unit train cars are sub-

stituted for car loading provisions.

Unloading facilities generally

have much more storage capacity than is normally maintained at the mine
loading site.

1nis is necessary because the electric utilities must

maintain an uninterrupted supply of coal in spite of strikes or other
supply difficulties.

There has been a t~end toward larger capacity

power plants which must maintain a 2- to 3-month coal supply.

An

operation such as Detroit Edison's Monroe Power Plant, which can burn
8 million tons of coal annually, maintains a two-month supply or 1.3

-,

12
million tons of coal storage [12].
Coal storage requirements of this size can be economically provided
only by open storage piles.

Generally, the storage pile is a flat

"spread pile" type which can be compacted by bulldozers to prevent
spontaneous combustion of the dust.

It remains relatively intact with

daily unit train unloadings supplying the plant's daily needs directly.
Usually an intermediate live storage pile is also maintained to smooth
out daily supply fluctuations and provide a steady flow to the steam
generators.
Unloading time for unit trains is considerably less than the corresponding loading time.

An extremely high-speed unloading system, fed

by the Black Mesa and Lake Powell Railroad in Arizona, is capable of
unloading a 10,000-ton capacity train in 20 minutes.

The 83-car train

moves through a 360-foot long unloading shed where six 4-door bottom
dump cars are unloaded simultaneously (13].

Installations using the

lighter gondola cars and rotary car dumps generally are not as efficient; however, overall they can be less expensive to operate because
of fast unloading and light empty trains.
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3.

UNIT TRAIN OPERATION

Initially, unit trains were made up from existing equipment.

Now,

it has become economical to design and construct locomotives as well
I

as coal cars specifically for the purpose of hauling high volume shipments.

Typically, cargo capacities are based on 100-ton capacity cars

instead of older cars scarce ly two-thirds that size.

Also, train

size, in terms of length, has increased , putting further demands on
locomotive power.

The freight train operation, in general, has begun

to rely on higher horsepower locomotives.
to 4,000 horsepower are not uncommon.

Single units of 3,500

These units can save the

railroad companies a great deal in maintenance costs as a larger locomotive takes a proportionately smaller cost of maintenance per horsepower than does a smaller unit.

When a large locomotive goes to the

shop for repairs or routine maintenance, many operations are the same
regardless of horsepower (especially in the running gear).

Higher

horsepower single units cuts down on the space and often on the weight
per horsepower of the locomotive therehy allowing a larger amount of
-,

cargo to be hauled.
Many railroads are now leaning toward more horsepower per net ton
of cargo thereby allowing higher speeds, especially over lines with
many steep grades.

Common railroad grades range up to approximately

3 percent on main lines with a few stretches up to about 4 percent.
There are some spur tracks, sidings, and se~ondary tracks with short
sections of grade of up to 5 percent.

However, the majority of

significant grades for mainline service run from O. 7 to 3 percent [14].
Approximate power requirements for various speeds (above
40 mph) and grades (below 2 percent) are shown in Fig. 1 (note that to
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attafn a speed of 40 mph up a 1 percent grade, or approximately 20 mph
up

al 2 percent

grade, requires 2. 0 kw/ton gross weight or 2. 68 horse-

power per ton gross weight at the rail).

Typical efficiency factors

suggested by S. L. Soo include 80 percent electrical efficiency and
90 percent drive efficiency for diesel-electric locomotives, yielding
72 percent overall [ 16] .
81 to 82 percent [17].

W. W. Hay suggests an overall efficiency of
Using a 77 percent total efficiency for cal-

culation purposes, a value of 3.48 hp (engine)/ton gross weight is
obtained.

A train of 15,000 ton gross weight would require more than

seventeen 3,000-hp locomotives to satisfy this power/weight requirement.

This ratio is considerably higher than those presently employed.
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Required at Speeds and/or Grades Shown [15]
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/A practical

comparison with actual power/weight ratios over a

fairly steep grade is worth noting.

A recent Canadian Pacific 100-

car unit train running in southwestern Canada crosses the Rocky
Mountains with grades as much as 2.2 percent with elev~n 3,000-hp
Jocmotives [18].

Among the highest horsepower single lo-

comotive units are those built by MLW-Worthington with 4,000 horsepower and 398,000 pounds total weight (19].

The power/weight ratio

of these units is just over 20 horsepower per ton of locomotive
weight.
--,

Based on this figure, the eleven 3,000-hp units

weigh just over 1,650 tons.
105 tons and weigh

If 100 coal cars each hold

25 tons when empty, then total train weight would

· be 14,650 tons, neglecting caboose weight. In other words, the net or cargo
weight is 72 percent of the gross train weight.

This is an engine

power/train weight ratio of 2.25 horsepower per ton or 3.14 horsepower
per ton cargo, compared to the previously cited value of 3.48 engine
horsepower per ton train weight for a one percent grade at 40 mph.

How--

-,

ever, H. L. :3mith, Chief Engineer of the Electro-Motive Division of General
--,

Motors Corporation, estimated -that a diesel locomotive with 3 horsepower
(engine) per ton cargo can, on a level track, attain speeds of up to
71 mph [4b].

Smith estimated that heavy duty highway trucks require

7 to 8 horsepower per ton of cargo.
Curve resistance and grade resistance can frequently put a horsepower or speed restriction on a unit train.

Rail horsepower

and rail resistance are related by the following formula:
horsepower

= resistance (lbs) • speed (mph)

375

Using figures from W. W. Hay [20] of 20 lbs per percent of gradient as
--,
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the resistance per ton and 0.8 lb per ton per degree of curve as the
curve resistance, the equivalent curve resistance in terms of grade
can be calculated.

This yields a figure of 0.04 percent gradient

equivalent per degree of curvature or 25 degrees of curvature adds the
same resistance as a 1 percent grade.
The gross weight of unit trains continues to rise; this is a result of two factors.

First, the capacities of the coal hopper and

gondola cars are being increased to provide better efficiency.

Empty

or lightly loaded trains have higher resistance per ton of weight because train resistance forces due to mechanical movements and friction change very little for wide variations in weight per wheel.

Also,

air or wind resistances are a much higher proportion of the resistance per unit of weight on empty or lightly loaded trains.

At 40

mph, an empty car (30 tons gross weight) has a resistance of 9 lbs/ton
. while a loaded car (125 tons gross weight) has a resistance of only
--,

5.2 lbs/ton [14].

Second,

unit trains are growing in length with

most in the 100 to 150 car range.

The usual length limitations are:

regulations designed to prevent blocking of urban crossings, the size
of auxiliary track at loading and unloading points, as well as draw
bar pulls.

Frequently, the last restriction can be avoided by spac-

ing the locomotives throughout the train.
According to J. F. Stover [4b], a typical freight train can
produce close to 200 ton-wiles of freight movement per gallon of
diesel fuel while the average highway truck reaches only one-third
that efficiency.

Unit trains, because of their simplicity of traffic

pattern, can be more efficient than the average of freight trains.
R. A. Rice, Professor of Transportation at Carnegie-Mellon University, states that railroad trains, including
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pass~nger trains, have a gross efficiency of 550 ton-miles per gallon
of diesel fuel [21].

Based on the earlier example where cargo weight

was 72 percent of gross weight and assuming the train spends 50 percent of the time on the tracks empty, net ton-mileage per gallon
should be 36 percent of gross ton-mileage per gallon.

Obviously, there

are many factors affecting this percentage which include the following:
grades negotiated, locomotive horsepower/weight ratio, and freight car
tare weight/maximum gross weight ratio.

1971 Transportation Statis-

tics [22] show that Class I railroads spent $363 million on freight
diesel fuel and moved 750 billion ton-miles of freight, yielding
0.484¢/ton-mile.
gallon [23].

The price paid

for

fuel averaged

10.88¢ per

Dividing the fuel cost per gallon by fuel cost per ton-

mile yields 225 ton-miles per gallon which is fairly consistent with
Stover's figure.

--,
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4.

RAILROAD SUITABILITY

Possibly the one situation that needs the most improvement if
long distance unit coal trains are to fluorish is the condition of railroad tracks and roadbeds.
is only fair.

At present, the state of track maintenance

The railroads are failing to uphold present track con-

ditions in most areas.

In addition, the railroads are seeking to

abandon many dilapidated and little-used lines (less than 34 cars per
year) to reduce their outlay for track maintenance.

Decreasing the

amount of suitable rail mileage can only worsen th·e railroad position with
respect to other forms of transportation.
pear to have an immediate

This condition may not ap-

effect on the cost per ton-mile; however,

-,

it may lead to longer distances between supply and consumption points.
--,

One of the disadvantages of existing rail transportation is that rail~
roads cannot follow a "crow-fly" route along supply lines.
constructed pipelines come

Many newly

very close to a "crow-fly" route,

especially in the sparcely populated western part of the United States.
Over short hauls, it may become economical to build new sections of
trackage to approach a direct route.
The 1968 rate of tie replacement was only 48 years and the rate of
rail replacement was 131 years [24a].

According to current estimates,

new rails can reasonably be expected to last an average of 60 years,
including subsequent reuse in secondary lines and tie replacement on an
average of every 35 years [24b].

Hence, it becomes apparent that at

this rate of tie and rail renewal, the railroads will be badly crippled
by the end of the 20th century . On March 30, 1971, George A. Smathers
of America's Sound Transportation Review Organization stated that $5.8
billion should go into an accelerated program of replacing rails and ties.
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This would correspond to a three-fold increase in rail replacement rates
for new rail and a 50 percent increase over recent replacement averages.
He stressed that another $6 billion (nearly double recent spending
levels) is needed for investment in improvements to freight yards,
-,

communication networks, terminals, and other facilities [25].
Railroads must increase track maintenance expenditures or abandon some

--,

of their secondary lines to retain the condition of their tracks .

This

second alternative seems to be the one preferred by the railroads ..

How-

ever, it has met strong opposition from other special interest groups.
It is to the benefit of the coal interests to have most lines retained
and to have increased maintenance which, at this point, will probably
require government support.

Thus far the maintenance to the roadbed

itself and the supporting ballast has not been considered; however,
with the exception of upper ballast,these wear out at a much slower
rate and are less of a factor.

It will be demonstrated later that

upon construction of a new right-of-way,tie and rail costs are small
compared to other roadbed costs (including earth moving, etc.).
As reported in the 1971 Annual Report of Transportation Statistics
[22],

Class I railroads spent $1 . 72 billion on maintenance of way and

associated structures while moving 750 billion net ton-miles of freight;
in other words, they spent 0.229¢/net ton-mile.

7

In 1973, costs for

maintenance of way and structures rose to $2.04 billion; this was still
less than the $2.54 billion spent for maintenance of equipment and $5.90
billion spent for transportation costs in general.

These three major

expenditures account for 91 percent of railroad expenses [26].

In

the case of unit coal trains with rates in the neighborhood of 0.5 to

.

0.9¢/net ton-mile, it might seem that the 1971 figure of 0.229¢/net ton

20

mile for way and structure maintenance is out of proportion.

Unit

train operations do not necessarily have the same percentage split
between the three previously mentioned ·major expenditures.

Due to

I

the high mileages logged on coal cars and locomotives in coal unit
train service, the maintenance of equipment per ton-mile figure is
lower.

Transportation costs per ton-mile, including labor and fuel,

are also much lower due to the inherent efficiency advantages of
unit trains.

TI1e higher carload sizes (many approaching 150 tons

gross) may lead to premature track wear unless these cars are made
with three (rather than the normal two) trucks or with the larger
wheel sizes now available.

One might imagine that the maintenance

of way and structures figure per ton-mile might possibly approach either of the other two expenses under these special conditions.
Rail capacity is a function of different factors depending on
whether it is a single track or a double track.

Single track capacity

is largely a function of the number of sidings available enabling
trains approaching each other to pass without delay.

On a double

track, track capacity is theoretically limited only by maximum train
braking distances and minimum spacing for signaling.
railroads are typically broken into signal blocks.

Double track
The presence of

a train in a block prevents other trains from entering the block;
one train may activate signals regulating the speed of trains
two to four blocks in the rear [27].
At best, coefficient of friction values for steel wheel-on-steel
rail are in the range of 0.15 to 0.3 depending upon track conditions,
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etc/., [28a]. A train traveling at 50 rnph,with maximum available coefiicient of friction of 0.1 and ideal braking, decelerating at a
uniform rate, would require 835 feet in which to stop.

This allows

for no reaction time of the engineer or brake system and probably
does not provide an adequate safety margin to prevent lockingup of the wheels and hence damaging them by flatspotting.

Also,

trains are often operating with less than ideal brake systems; that
is, brake piston travels may be at their greatest extent, the train_
may be loaded to capacity, the brake blocks may be worn, and the
maximum permitted number of brake cylinders may be cut out [28b].
Deceleration rates must be blended slowly during the onset and finish
of braking to avoid jerking which can cause dislocation and damage to
--,

freight.

For practicality, braking distances of one mile probably

provide a reasonable safety margin.

In actuality, the signal spacing

or block size is ·· probably more limiting than actual braking performance with signal block size at least as long as the longest brains
using the track.

--,
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5.

ILLINOIS UNIT TRAIN MODEL

A model of Illinois unit train coal transportation is formulated
to eva~uate the economics of a specialized railroad line supplying electric utilities or future gasification facilities in Chicago and vicinity
with Illinois coal (largely from southwestern Illinois).

It is

also used to formulate and demonstrate a computer model of a general
unit train system.

The consumption point is Joliet, Illinois, since

it lies at the head of several rail lines, is located on the Illinois
River (providing a water supply), and is near enough to Chicago to supply electrical needs.

A supply map of producing coal areas from the

Keystone Coal Industry Manual is the .basis for route selection and
length (Fig. 2) [29]. In order to serve the supply area, 600 miles
of double track is required, 350 miles of main line, and 250 miles of
branch line. A round trip distance of 500 miles is assumed.

If

this figure is incorrect, a larger distance may be more appropriate
to account for the high percentage of coal from southern Illinois.

A

double track is selected because it has a much higher track capacity
limit than a single track which must include multiple sidings for
flexibility. Also, a figure for projected building costs is available
for double track on a large scale.
--,

Uie unit trains are assumed to be in continuous operation as are the
loading and unloading facilities.

Train crews remain with the train

during loading and unloading as well as during maintenance operations.
In some operations the train is moved by car positioners for loading
or unloading; however, many operations still employ the locomotive
units themselves

to position the cars and hence require a crew.

The Illinois model is described by data shown in Tables 1, 2, and 3
followed by pertinent assumptions, calculations, and further comments.
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Figure 2

Outline of Coal
Producing Districts
and Proposed 350-Mile
Main Line Rail Route [29]
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Table 1

Illinois Coal Unit Train System Specifications

Car Capacity, net short or
metric tons

English_
, 103. 5

Train Capacity@ 100 Cars per
Train, net short or metric tons

1.035

93. 89

10 4

X

Number of Unit Trains Active

9.389

X

10 3

15

Number of Cars Required (2)

1,650

Average Round Trip Distance,
miles or kilometers

500

805

Average Train Speed (Loaded),
mph or km/hr

so

80.5

Average Train Speed (Empty),
mph or km/hr

60

96.6

Number of Trips/Train-Year (4)

510

Locomotive Power Required,
hp or kw (5)

5.54

Net Weight Originated/Day,
short or metric tons

0.217

X

Net Weight Originated/Year,
short or metric tons

79.2

X

10 5

X

Percent Illinois 1972 Production to Power Plants (6)

4. 13

X

10 5

10 6

0.197

X

10 6

10 6

71. 8

X

10 6

2. 79

X

10 7

152%

Average Gross Weight/Year (Passing Single Track), short or
metric tons

3.08

X

10

Net Ton-Miles/Car-Year or
Metric Ton-km/Car-Year

1. 20

X

10 7

7

l.7Sxl0 7

Net Ton-Miles/Year or Metric
Ton-km/Year

1. 98

X

lOlO

2.89

X

lOlO

Total Net Ton-Miles or Metric
Ton-km

3.96

X

1011

5. 78

X

10 11

Operating Crew/Train (7)
Total Crew Man-Hours/Year (8)
-,

Metric

4

S.78xl0 5
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Table 2

Capital Cost of Transportation
$9.50

X

Coal Cars@ $17,000 each

2.81

X

10 8
10 7

Locomotives (10)

5.54

X

10 7

Total

$1.03

X

10 9

Roadbed (9)

Table 3
1.

Annual Costs

Fixed Charge on Debt (11)

A.

Roadbed
$63.6

X

10 6

Federal Income Tax @
28% _o f Rate Base

17.8

X

10 6

Depreciation@ 4%
of Capital Cost

38.0

X

10 6

1.

Rate Base

2.
3.

$119.4

X

10 6

3.5

X

10 6

7.0

X

106

B. Coal Cars
1.

Rate Base

1.89

X

10 6

2.

Federal Income Tax
@ 28% of Rate Base

0.53

X

106

Depreciation @ 4%
of Capital Cost

1.12

X

106

3.

C.

Locomotives
1. Rate Base

3. 71

X

2. Federal Income Tax

1.04

X

3. Depreciation

2.22

X

106
10 6
10 6

2.

Roadbed Maintenance (12)

5.4

X

3.

Coal Car Maintenance (13)

3.0

X

10 6
106

4.

Locomotive Maintenance (14)

6.4

X

106

5.

Crew@ $10/hour

5.88

6.

Administration@ 25% of
Crew Cost

1.5

X

106

10 .0

X

10 6

$162.0

X

106

7.

Fuel for Locomotives (15)

8.

Total

Cost ( ¢) per Ton-Mile: 0. 818¢/Net Ton-Mile

X

10 6
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ASSUMPTIONS USED IN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS (Tables 1, 2, and 3)
1.

Coal hopper cars of A242 steel are employed because of their
low maintenance and reasonable tare weight.

The hopper cars

weight 28 tons empty and typically carry 103.5-ton loads.
Their cost was $15,000 in 1971, and are raised to
$17,000 to cover inflation, etc., [30].
2.

The number of coal cars is based on 15 100-car trains with
a 10 percent reserve to cover breakdowns.

3.

The average loaded train speed is

assumed to be 50 mph,

and a suitable locomotive horsepower chosen.

The 60-

mph average empty train speed is chosen as a reasona~le upper
l imit in spite of extra power available.

If rolling stock

and t rack could stand higher speeds, the high speed power
available with typical empty train weights raises the
horsepower/weight figure by a factor of 3 to 4.
4.

At speeds of 50 mph for a loaded train and 60 mph for an
empty train, the travel times is 5 and 4 .17 hours,
r espectively .

Loading, unloading, and minor maintenance

consumes 8 hours, yielding a round trip time of 17.2
hours or 510 trips per year.
5.

Locomotive horsepower is to be sufficient to negotiate ruling grades of not more than 1 percent at speeds high enough
to allow a 50 mph average speed when loaded.

Power at rail/

train weight versus speed curves areprovided by Dellacononica.
A power-to--weight ratio of 1. 3 kw/ton at the rail allows
up to 70 mph on a level road and
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between 20 and 30 mph

a one percent grade [15].

OP

This should easily

provide for 50 mph average speeds over an improved roadbed in Illinois.
The following calculation converts (kw/ton in Fig. ,1) to engine horsepower per ton train weight:

kw (rail) ] [
1 hp (rai 1)
] [ 1 hp (engine)]
ton (train)
0.7457 kw (rail)
0.77 hp (rail)

=

2 _26 hp(engi~e)
ton (tram)

Locomotive engine hp/ton locomotive weight is based on a figure
obtained by averaging the horsepower/weight values of the
following: (1) a 3,000 hp GE, (2) a 2,600 hp GE, (3) a 4,000
hp MLW, and (4) a 2,400 hp MLW.

The respective hp/locomotive

weight values for these locomotives were 19.73, 21.56, 20.10,
and 18.91 which averages to 20.08 engine hp/ton locomotive
weight [19].

If the weight of the loaded cars, the engine

hp/train weight ratio and the engine hp/locomotive weight
ratio are known, then locomotive engine hp and weight, as well
as total train weight, can be determined.

Let H denote engine

hp per train and L denote locomotive weight (tons) per train,
then the following equations can be solved simultaneously.
2.26 =
20 =

H

13,150

+ L

H

L

Solving yields
L

= 1,679 tons, H = 33,570 hp, total train weight= 14,830 tons

If a 10 percent reserve of locomotives is assumed, then the total
horsepower required for 16.S trains is 554,000.
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6.

Illinois coal production in 1972 was 65.5 x 10 6 tons from
59 mines in 22 counties.

79.9 percent of 52.2 x 10 6 tons

of this coal went to electric utility companies.

For com-

parison purposes, this system would be capable of supplying
152 percent of the demand [ 31] .
7.

The train crew consists of an engineer, a conductor, and two
brakemen on each of the 15 active trains as well as the 10
percent reserve of 1.5 trains.

8.

Because the trains operate continuously, the following is a
calculation of the man-hours consumed:

men] [ 16 _5 crews] [ 365 days] [24 hours]= 5 _78 x 10 5 man-hours
[ 4crew
year
year
day
9.

Construction costs of 600 miles of double track is based on an
estimate for a proposed North Carolina railroad [32].
per mile, for roadbed only was $1. 241 x 10 6 .

Cost

Including the

cost of signaling, communications, terminals, and stations ,
the cost rises to $1.584 x 10 6 per mile.

This system was de-

signed to avoid any large elevation gradients; thus, it is
not radically different from Illinois terrain.

Construction,

however, would be more difficult due to the terrain in North
Carolina.

High land purchase costs and urban route restric-

tions in Illinois could offset this factor.
10.

The cost of locomotives is assumed to be $100 per engine-hp.
This is based on a 1967 figure of $82.6/engine-hp [24c].

To

supply their Monroe power plant, Detroit Edison spent $96.7/
engine-hp for their 3,000 hp locomotives in 1970 [12].
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11.

The amortization period is •assumed to be 20 years.

Total

capital is split into 55 percent debt and 45 percent equity.
Interest on the debt is 9 percent, and interest on the equity
is 15 percent [33].
(0.55)(0.09)
This

is

The return on the rate base is as follows:
(0.45)(0.15)

+

0.117 or 11.7%

approximated at 12 percent which yields a series

present worth factor of 7.469.

-,

=

The average rate base is one-

half of capital investment (roadbed--$4. 75 x 10 8 ; cars--$1.41 x
10 7 ; and locomotives--$2.77 x 10 7) .

Federal income tax is

assumed to be 28 percent of the rate base and depreciation is
4 percent of total capital investment.
12.

The cost to replace one mile of single track (including ties
and ballast) was estimated by Hay to be $125,000 [17].

For

a double track, a reasonable estimate would be $225,000.

In

1965, Hay indicated that average service life of railroad
rails was 6.0 x 10
conditions [34].

8

gross tons or roughly 25 years under average

In this case, annual gross tons passing each

section of track is 3.08 x ]08 gross tons which, employing the
above estimate, yields a rail
wearout time of 19 . 5 years.

It is likely that rail wearout

is close to a linear function of gross tonnage, once a fairly
large gross tonnage is reached.

Ties and ballast typically

need replacing less frequently than rails on a high usage
line; thus, a wearout figure of 25 years (or 4.0 percent of
$225,000 or $9,000 per mile of double track is employed
as the annual track maintenance cost.
gross ton-mile of $0.000146.

This yields a cost per
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13.

Clapp and Swan employed a maintenance cost of $1,000 per
car-year in their model of A242 steel cars mentioned earlier
[30].

This figure was based on an annual gross ton-mileage

of 7.975 x 10 6 while the cars of the Illinois model reach
an annual gross ton-mi le age of 1. 85 x 10 7 or 2. 32 times as
much.

An estimate of $2,000 per car-yearis made.

total cost of maintenance
the spare 150 cars
14.

are

is

The

based on 1,500 cars while

assumed to require no maintenance.

Locomotive maintenance cost can be estimated roughly from
car maintenance cost.

In 1972, Class I railroads spent

$517 million on freight diesel locomotive repairs (not including yard locmotives) and $692 million on freight car
repairs (a ratio of 0.747 locomotive dollars per freight
car dollar).

There were 52.5 freight cars per diesel lo-

comotive; the freight cars averaged about 67.6 tons capacity
each and the locomotives averaged about 2,000 hor:-epower
each [35].

This equates to 0.563 locomotive horsepower per

net ton-car capacity.

Unfortunately, this is not the ratio

for actual trains because the percentage of freight cars
likely to be standing idle is much higher than the percentage
of freight locomotives likely to be standing idle.

It is

probable that locomotive horsepower/net ton car c:ipaci ty
for ?rtual trains will be more than double this figure or
about 1.13 horsepower/net ton.

This ratio is much higher

for the Illinois model (3.24 horsepower/net ton) due to
the higher speeds assumed.

Taking into consideration the

extra horsepower utilized on the Illinois model, it is
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possible to arrive at a rough figure for locomotive maintenance dollar per car maintenance dollar of 2. 14.
15.

The first evaluation

is

calculated by two methods .

are

Annual locomotive fuel costs

taken from 1971 Transportation

Statistics data [22] which yield $0 .000 4846 /net ton-mile
freight fuel expenditures.

Using the fuel price indices from

the 1974 Edition of Railroad Facts, the rise in fuel costs from
1971 to 1973 can be estimated.

The 1971 index was 114.6 and the

1973 index was 136.5, yielding an increase of 19.1 percent [22].
Hence, the fuel cost (1973 index) is as follows:
$0.000 43 ~6 ] 11.98 x 10 10 net ton-miles]= $1. 14 x 10 7/year
[ 1.191] [Lnet
ton-mile

L

The second evaluation

is

based

on the brake specific fuel

conswnption of a 0. 42-lbm/bhp--hr for a locomotive diesel [16].

As-

swne that the density of diesel fuel is 6.52 lbm/gal lon and
that on the average, one-half of the locomotive's horsepower
is being used.

Assuming negligible fuel consumption at load-

ing and unloading sites, annual fuel conswnption is as follows:
bhp ] [15 trains] [ 9. 2 hrs ]
train
trip
5.07 x 10 7 gallons/year
In 1971, diesel fuel cost

· 10.88¢/gallon [23].

The J.974 price

index*was not available; however, Hay estimated a price increase
of from 5 to 6 cents per gal!on ll7].

This increase would bring

the price to at least 18 cents per gallon or an annual fuel
cost of $9 .13 x 10 6 .

If the first cost figure were adjusted to

1974 by this method, the cost would be $1.58 x 10 7 .
*27 cents per gallon, December 1, 1974.

For the
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purposes of this scenario, a figure of $1.00 x 10 7 will be
utilized.
Utilizing the assumed speeds of 50 mph (loaded) and 60 mph
(empty), one finds eight of the 15 trains occupying the 600 miles of
double track at any given time.

The 100 coal car unit trains

have over 30,000 horsepower or roughly 10 locomotives at 3,000 horsepower each.

Assuming that a coal car or locomotive is roughly 60

feet in length, a 100-car train yields a train length of 6,600 feet
or 1.25 miles.

Hence, only 10 miles of the 1,200 miles of single

track are actually occupied by unit coal trains.

Obviously, the

track is very underused and could easily support a large increase in
capacity.
Assuming a signal block length of 1. 5 miles and one train for
every two blocks (one train every three miles) yields a maximum density
of 400 trains cov~ring the 600 miles of double track.

Unfortunately,

this capacity could not possibly be sustained by the branch lines
off the main line or the main line would become overloaded as it neared
the consumption point.

Depending on the location and the number of

branch lines feeding into the main line, there would have to be a
traffic reduction in the southern portion of the main line too.

If the

main line is 350 miles long and the 250 miles· of branch lines are composed of ten evenly spaced branches which carry equal traffic, the
following conclusions can be drawn:
· tenth the maximum track capacity.

(1) Each branch line carries one(2) Train density on the main line

increases linearly from zero to maximum track capacity at the consumption
point.

(3) Train density is the same on the return route as the supply

route.

Hence, there is a branch line density of one train every 30 miles
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and/ an average main line density of one train every six miles.

The

entire 600 miles of double track could then support 133.3 trains (or
one train) every nine miles, i.e., 16.7 times the capacity originally
provided by coal trains.
In order to lower the ton- mile costs of coal , it would be necessary to allow other freight (e.g., grain which could also move from
central collection points via unit trains) to utilize the 1,200 miles
of track.

High usage such as this could easily reduce the ¢/ton-mile

figure to below 0.5¢/ton-mile.

With increased utilization of the

track, the cost of new roadbed construction would eventually become
less of a cost factor.

In the present model with 15 trains, the new

roadbed (accounting for almost 75 percent of the annual cost of
operation) is definitely the largest expenditure.

For exmnple, assume

that track utilization was increased ten times, all expenses except
new roadbed costs would be ten times their original value and the total
yearly ton-miles would be ten times greater.

The new roadbed cost would

now consume only slightly over 20 percent of the annual expenditures.
The ton-mile cost would fall from 0. 818¢ per ton-mile to 0. 28¢ per tonmile.
Assume that an operation is supplied by 32 mines of 2.5 million
tons yearly average capacity and that coal is delivered to eight large
electric utility plants, each capable of burning 10 million tons per
year average.

Coal gasification facilities could later be substituted

for electric utility plants in the supply model.

Gasification plants

probably have a greater average coal usage than most power plants
and hence arebetter suited to this concentrated delivery.

Coal unloading
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fa4i1ities, if properly synchronized, could unload one unit train at
a ~ime; hence, unloading rates in the range presently utilized would
be satisfactory (3,000 to 6,000 tph).

On the average, there are

eight trains in route at all times; the other seven trains are
loading, unloading, or in servicing sites.

Allotting four hours for

loading, three hours for unloading, and one hour for service time,
there

are

approximately 3.5 trains loading, 2.5 trains unloading,

and one train in servicing .

With eight plants available and only 2.5

trains being unloaded at any one time, the unloading capacity is far
from the practical limit.

With 32 mines and 3.5 trains loading at a

time, the loading facilities are even further from the practical limit
than the unloading facilities.

The number of trains at loading sites

could be increased by a factor of 9, and the number of trains at unloading sites could be increased by a factor of about 3 (asswning
proper synchroni'zation).
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6.

COMPUTER MODEL FOR PRICING

The comput er unit train model was formulated using the Illinois
model as a framework.

An attempt was made to quantify all cost parame-

ters including loading and unloading costs.

The values in some cases

are only rough estimates and may not reflect actual cost data.

The costs

as well as other parameters are inputed with the use of NAMELIST.
reader may wish to substitute his own values.

The

This can be accomp-

lished by merely changing the NAMELIST values on the data cards.
employed in each analysis is printed out before the cost chart.

Data
The

17 yearly cost items, the total yearly cost, and the dollar cost per
ton-mile (including loading and unloading costs) comprise the cost
chart.

Three different degrees of rail renewal are encompassed in each

chart:
1.

Totally new roadbed,

2.

New rail ,and ties, and

3.

Minor track upgrade involving only replacement of damaged
ties or rails.

Two different loaded train speeds

are also employed, 30 mph and SO mph.

In both cases, the average empty train speed remains 60 mph although
the locomotives may be capable of higher speeds.

Extrapolating from

Fig. 1, the horsepower at the rail per gross ton weight was approximated for both cases .

A SO-mph loaded train requires 1.743 horsepower

per ton gross weight while a 30-mph loaded train requires only 0.805
horsepower per ton gross weight.

All variables utilized in the pro-

gram are defined with comment statements at the beginning (input values)
and throughout the program body as they occur.
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1' LAB','0R ' , '
','UNL0','All L','A80R','
','L'lAO',' 0PE",
1'R, ','
','UNL~','AD 0','PER,','
','T0TA','L S::0','ST ',
I'
','S C0','STIT','0N,."1','Il.E ' I
LIMIT 0F S Cr.NTINUATI0N CARDS lXCEEDEO

<A

°'

J

'

01'1 JOO KK •

t,

7
6

q

10
C

11
C

12
C

l3
C

111

C
15
C

lb
C
17

C

18

C
19
C
20
C

21
C
22
C

23
C

24
25
2b

C

27

C
28

C
29
C

30
C
31
C

32

C
33

3q

C
C

35
C
3b

C
37

C

38

C

J

!,7

00 200 J • 1,5
READ (5,I NP UT)
WRITE (&, INPUT)
B (J) • RCBST
YNTM IS THE T~TAL YEARLY NET T~N•HILES
YNTH • YTO~ • XMILE
YTRIP TS THE NUH~f. R ~F TRIPS PER TRAIN PER YEAR
YTR!P • 8760,0/(XHILE/VfMP + XMILE/VLO ♦ TIME)
TCAR IS THE HlTAL 1,UHIJER 'IF CARS Rl:QUIRED EXCLUDI"IG ,S PARl!S
- ··-··- ··- - - - - - - · - TCAR • YT0~/(CCAP * YTRIP)
TNUH IS THE T0TAL ~UMBER 0F TRATNS REQUIRED INCLUDING SPARES
T~ UM • TCA'l/t,1JM
HPTR IS T1tE U'CP.M\:lTtVE IH~RSF.P(}l•ER REClllIREO PER TRAIN
HP TM c 20•C~PijAL•(CTAAE•CCAPJ•CNYMJ/(l5,4•HPRAL)
YGTM IS THE TOTAL Y[ARLY GR0SS T~N•HILES
YGTM • IHPTR/10,0 + (2,0 • CTAHE + CCAP)•CNUH)/(CCAP•CNUH)tYNTH
CRCT IS THE T0TAL'CAPITAL R~AO C0ST
CRCT • RC~ST • THILE
CCCT IS THI: T~TAL CAPITAL C~ST FIR CARS
CCCT • CCOST • TCAR • ( t ,0 + CMES)
CLCT IS THE TOTAL CAPITAL COST F0R LAC0H0TIVES
CLCT • XCJST • HPTR • TNUH * (1,0 + XRES)
YRCT IS THE Y[hijLY RrAOBtD C~ST
YRCT • CRCT/(2,0 * RSP~F)
YCCT IS THE YEARLY COAL CAR C0ST
YCCT • CCCT/(2,0 • CSPWF)
YLCT IS TH~ YEtRLY Lr.CorCTIVE COST
YLCT • CLCT/(2,0 • XSPwFl
ZNUl-l IS T'iE Nlll< fl ER r.F UIAOI'-:G SITES REQUIRED
ZNUM : YTO~/lS!ZE
UNUM IS JHt ~uuRtR OF UNL0ADING SITES REQUIRED
-UNUM• YTA~/US!ZE
CZCT ~ ZNU~ * ZC~ST
CUCT r U'lU~ • UC~S T
YZCT IS TME YEARLY LOADING EQUIPMENT C0ST
YZCT ■ CZCT/12,0 • ZSPWF)
YUCT JS THt YEIQLY UNL3AD!NG EQUIP~ENT CDST
YUC T r CUCT/(?,0 • ZSP ~F J
FITCT IS FEDERAL I~C~ ~E TAX RN R0AD8EO, CARS, L0C0M07IVES ANO HANDLING FAC,
fITCT • (Y,iCT • YCCT • YLCT • YZCT + YUCT) * FITI'
DEPCT IS c11sr ,,F OEPflEC IAT !ll'l (lN Ri1 AO REO, CARS, L0C01 '0 TIVES ANO HANOL.ING FAC,
DEPCT • ( CRCT + CCCT + CLCT • CZCT + CUCT) • OEP~
YRHCT 15 THE Tr.TAL YEARLY R0AD HAINTtNANCE C0ST
YRMCT • R'IC T • Yr, T'1
YCHCT IS THE TrTAL YEAqLY C0AL CAR MAINTENANCE CeST
YC1C T c c r: T' IC • Yl>.TM • (2,D•CH'lE • CCAP)/CCA?
YLC MT IS THE Ti'UL YEAfiLY u1cr: ,'1rJTIVE l'AINTENANCE C0ST
TLNCT ~ XGTMC * YGT'1
4'
YC ~CT IS TrlE Yfl~LY TRAIN CRE~ C~ST
YC ~CT a H7h0 ,0 • CYCST • XCREW • (1 1 0 + CWRES) * TNUH
YACT IS THE YEARLY ADH!~IST~ATI0N C0ST F0R TRAINS
YACT • , ?.5 • YCWCT
YFCT IS THE T~TAL YEARLY L0C~M~TIVE FUEL C0ST
YFCT : FC~S T • YGT'1
YZLCT IS Tri£ VF.ARLY L~AD!NG LA~0R C~STS
YZ LCT • ZLAH • Z~ 0M • ZUHLC • 8~bO,O
YUL CT IS T~E Y~ A~L Y U~L0A 9ING LA91M Cl STS
YULCT = ULAB • U~U'1 * ZU HLC * 8760,0
YZ0CT IS Tt1E YEA RLY T0TAL 0PERATI NG C0ST 0F ALL L0AOING FACILITIES

(.N

--.J

J

39
40
41

42
4l

D(l,J)

~b

· 0(4 1 , )

•

47
48
qq

0(5,J)
D(b,J)
0(7,J)
0(8,Jl

•
•
•
•

OfPCT

D(IO ,J) • YLMCT

53
54
55

D(l!,JJ

•

YC•CT

0(12,Jl

■

0(13,J l

•

YACT
YFCT

O(111,J) • YZLCT
D(IS,Jl • YULCT

Sb

57
56

m

Y Z i: CT

•
•

YUllCT

bD

0 ( 1b , J )
0(17,Jl
0(111,Jl

bl

O(1'1,J) • YtiTMC

5'f

200

bJ
q4

b5

%

1,7

7l

J

YI.CT
YZCT
YUC T
F!TCT

■

52

b6
b'1
70
71
72

J

P~CT
C(<J,J) • YC'1CT

50
51

b&

J

• YRCT
• YCCT

0(2,J)
D0, - l

b4

J

YZ0CT ■ l~CT * ZNUM
C YU0CT IS THE YEARLY T0TAL 0PERATING C0ST 0F ALL UNL0AOIIIG FACILITIES
YU ~CT • UZCT • UNUM
C VCT IS THE T~TAL YEARLY C0ST 0F 0PERATI0N 0F THE UNIT Tf!AIN SYSTEM
YCT • YRCT•YCCT+YLCT+YZCT ♦ YIJCT+FITCT+D!:PCT+YRMCT+tCMCT+YLMCT+
1 YC~CT+YACT+YFCT+YZLCT+YULCT+YZ~CT+YU0CT
C YNTMC rs THE C~ST aF ePERATI0N 0F THE UNIT TRAIN SYSTEM PER T0N•MILE
C
I NCL UD ING LRADING ANO UNL0AOING C0STS
Yt,TMC • YCT/Y'<TM

44
45

b2

J

100
120
300

YCT

C0 NTINU t
WRITt Cb,qqJ YT0N,XHILE,THILE,TNTH, B(t)
f? A~A T (!HI/////TS,'NET T0NS/Y~AR 1 1 T22,'0NEWAY TRIP MILES',T43,
l'T~TAL fqAc~ MILES•,T&2,'NfT T0N•MILES/YEAR',T87 1 '!/MILE NEW R0AO'
1 / 5(5X , IP1E15,QJ)
wR!Tt Cb,%)
F~RMAT (!HO,T?b,'NEw R~AnBED',T4&,'NEW R~ADBEO ',T b4,
t'l ,LW RAIL UJU',Tll4 ,'NEW RAIL 1\ T!E3',Tt05 1 'TRACK l'PGRAOE' /
tT2,'YEAqLy C~STS",T2&,
1'50 & b0 M~H ',T46,'30 & b0 MPH',Tbb, •so & b0 MPH',T8b,
1'1 0 & bO HPH',TIOb ,'3D & bO MPH'/)
i.RITE C&,100) ((C(L,Il, L•l,4J,(DCI,K), K• 1,5), Ic1,l9)
F0?MAT(l'1(1H ,4A4,4X,5(!X, Fl8,&,IX)/))
r/RIH Cb, 120J
F0AMAT (IHl,T2,'END')
C0NTIIWE

SHH'

END

vol

00

SENTRY
&INPUT
YT0~•
0.7920000E 06,XMILE•
o.2soooooE 03,PC0ST•
o.1seooooE 07,RSPWF•
o.74bqOOOE 01,CC03T•
o.1100000E 05,VLD•
O,SOOOOOOE 02,VEHP•
O,bOOOOOOE O?.,CCAP•
0,1035000E 03,CSP~F~
0,74~9000E 01 1 XC0ST•
O.!OOOOOOE 03,HPRALc
0,1743000E 01,
CllU~•
O,l"O OOOO E 03,TIME•
0,6000000E 01,XSPWF•
0 0 74~9000£ 01,RMCT•
0 0 !4bOOOOE•OJ,CTARE•
0,2BOO OOO E 02,CGTMC,
0,108000 ~E-03 ,XGT~C•
0,13bOOOOE-n3,CHCST•
O,IOOOOO"E 02,XC~lW•
0,4000000E O\,FCOST•
o,2110000E•Ol,T MILE•
O,bOOOOOOE 03,
CRES•
o,10~0010E 01,~~ES•
o,1 oooon ac oo,cwRES•
o,1000000E oo,FITP•
o.2soooooE oo,oEPR•
o.qooooooE-01,zc0sr•
0,5000000[ Ob,IJC~ST •
o,2oooonot 07,Z5IZE•
0,3000000E 07,USI1E•
o,1000000E 08,ZSP~F•
0,746900 0E 01,ZLAB•
o,20000 □ 0E 01,
ULAB:
o.300DOOOE 01,ZUHLC•
o,eooooooE 01,Z0CT•
o.1000000E Ob,U0CT•
0,5000000E Ob,&ENO
&INPJT
YT 0N•
0,7~2 0000E Qij,XMILE•
0,2500000E 03,HC~ST•
0.1580000E 01,RsPwF•
0,7~bqoooE O!,CC~ST•
0,1700000E CS,VLO=
O,JOOOOOOE 02,VE~P•
O,bOOOOOOE 02,CCAP•
O,IOJSOOOE OJ,CSP~f•
0,74b900 nt 01,xcnsT•
0,1000000E OJ,HPRAL•
0,8050000E oo,
CNUH•
o,1coooooE 03,T IME•
o.sooooooE- 01,X~Phf•
0,7Gb9000E 01,RHCT•
O,!Gb □ OOOE~o,,crARt•
0,2MOOOOOE 02,CGTMCD
0,108000 0E •03,Xr.THC•
o.13bOOOOE•03,CHCST•
O,tooooooE 02,~CREWa
O,GOOOOODE 01,FCOST•
0 1 2710000f•03,TMILE•
0,6000000! 03r
CRES•
O,IOOOOOOE 00,XRES•
o,1000000E 00,CWRES•
o,1onooooE 00,fITP•
o,2soonoaE DO,OEPR•
0,4000DOOE•01,ZCOST ■
o.sonoonnE 06,uc~sT•
o,2aonnnot n1,1s12F•
c,JoonoonE 01,1 ,stZE•
o,1ooo onnE nR,zspwf•
0~74b9000E 01,ZLAB•
0,200 0000E 01,
ULAH•
0,3000000E 01,ZUHLC•
o.ROOOOOOE 01,Z0CT•
o,1000000E Ob,U~CT•
o.~oou noo~ Oh,~ENO
&INPUT
YT ON•
0,7q?OOOOE OR,XHILE•
o.2sooaooE O3,RC05Ta
o,22snooo1· Oh,RSPWf•
n,74bq000E 01,CC~ST•
0,1700000£ 05,VLO•
n.sononoaE 02,VEMP•
n,&onononE n~,CCAP•
O,IOJSoo c• E 01,CSPWF•
o.7qbqoonE 01,XCOST•
o,1oonoouE OJ,11PUAL•
0,1743000E 01,
CNUH=
o.1cnnoncE 03,TIH~•
o,anonnnnE 01,XSPWF•
0,74hqoooE 01,NHCT•
o.1•~nooot-03,CTARt•
0,2HOOOOOE O?,CGTMC•
O,IORO~nrt- □ 3,XGTHC•
0,13hOODOt-oJ,CHCST•
o.1ooonooE 02,rc~E••
0,GOOO OOOE 01,FC~ST•
o,2110000E-05,TMILEs
O,bOOOOOOE 03,
CRES•
o,1oonoooE oo,XRES•
o,1000000E oo,c~RES•
o,1onooooE o □ ,FITP•
o.2soooooE oo,oEPR•
o,,nooonnE-01,zc~s,.
0,5000000E Ob,UC~5T•
o,2000000E 07,ZSIZE•
O,JOOOOO ~E 07,ltSIZE•
o,1000 0 □ 0f 08,ZSP~F•
0,70b900DE 01,ZLAB•
o.2000000E 01,
ULAB•
0,3000000E 01,ZUHLC•
O,AonooooE Ol,Z0Cl•
O,I OOOOOOE Oh,Ur.CT•
0,5000000F. Oh,tE NO
&?i,Pt)T
YTON•
0,7920000E O~,XHILE•
0 ,?500no nE 03,RCrST•
0,22500001 Ob,RSPWF•
0,74bQOOnE 01,cc~ST•
o.11oooont nS,VLO•
· 0,3000000[ 02,VEMP •
O,bOOOonnE n?,CCAP:
0,103500nE 01,CSf'~f•
0,74b9000E Ol,XCOST•
U,IOOOOOOE 03,HPRAL•
o.HOSOOOOE 00,
CN U~=
o.1naooooE , 03,TIMt=
O,Bnononnt 01,XSP~F=
0,7QhQOOOE 01,RHCT•
O,!OhOOO~E-oJ,CTARta
o.?BnonnoE 02,cr.TMC•
O,IORO O □ rf-03,XGT~C=
0,13~0000!•03,C~CST•
o,1oour o1E 02,XCREW•
o.4oon onof 01,FCCST•
o,~11o oout-03,T~ILE•
O,bOOOOOOE 03,
CRES=
o.1r.00000E ~~.XR ES•
o,1ooooor,E 00,C~RES•
o,100000DE OD,fITPm
0,280DOOOE 00,0 EPR•
0,4000000E•Ol,ZC~Sl•
O,SOOOOOOE Ob,UC~Sf•
o,2000000E 07,ZSIZE•
0,300000 0E 07,l:SIZE•
o,1oo ooonE OA,ZSP~F•
o,74bqOOOE 01,ZLAB•
0,2000000E 01,
ULAB•
0,3 000000E 01,ZUHLC•
O.AooanooE 01,Z0CT•·
o,1000000E Ob,U0CT•
o.soooaooE Ob,&ENO
&INPUT
YTO N•
o,1q2 0000E 08,X,ILE•
0,2500000E 03,RC0ST•
0,3JOOOOOf" 05,RSPWF•
0,7QbqonoE 01,CC~ST•
o.1100000E OS,VLO•
o.5000100E 02,VEMP•
O,b010000E O?,CCAP•
0,1035000E 03,CSf'W~=
0,74bqOOOE 01,XC~ST•
o,10000 □ 0E 03,HPRAL=
0,6050000E oo,
C~UH:
o,1nnnoooE 03,TIME•
0,8000000E 01,XSP•f•
o,,ahq~OOE 01,N~CT•
0,14hO OOOE -03,CTARE•
0,2HOODOOE n2,CGTMC•
O, l08 DOJCE -n3,XGTMC•
0,!3b0000E•n],CHCST•
o.1000000E 02,)CRE~•
0,4000 00DE 01,FC~ST•
o,211 0000E • 03 ,T HI Lt•
O,bOOOOOOE 03,
CRES•
o.10000~0E OO,XRES•
o,1 oooonoE 00,CnRES ■
o,1000000E 00,FITP•
C,2800000E 00,0EPR•
0,4000000E•Ol,ZC0ST•
O,SOOOOOOE Ob,UC~ST•
·o,2000000E 07,ZSIZE•
0,3000000E 07,11SIZE•
o,1oooooot 08,ZSP~F•
o,74bqoooE 01,ZLAB•
o,2000000E 01,
ULAB•
0,3000000E 01,ZUHLC•
o.aooooooE 01,z0cr,
o,1000000E Ob,U0CT~
o,sooooooE Ob,&END

v-l
t.O

NET

TONS/YEAR
7,9200E 07

YEARLY C0STS
R'1AD
CARS
UlOl~iHIVES
Lv'Al1 FACILITY
UNLOAD FACILITY
H.C0ME TAX

DEPRECIAT!0N
RCAD MA!NT,
CAR MA!1aT,
Lr.Ul, l"A HJT,
TRAIN CRE,i
TRAI'I/ ADMIN,
TRAIN Fl!tL
L'1AD LAB.JR

UNLOAD LA80R
L('AO 0PER,
U'.JUlAO '1PER,

HlTAL.
S

cr,sr

C0S T/T<lN~:1lLE

0NEWAY TRIP MILES
2,5000E Oi!

TOTAL TRACK ~ILES
b,OOOOE 02

NET T0N~HIL~S/YEAR

!/MILE Nt-:W Rl'lAO

1,9800E 10

l,5800E O&

NF.W Ri"AOBEO
50 & f,0 MPH

NEW RU0Bf0
30 & bO MPH

b311b2300,0000DO
11177220,flOOOOO
::s 7ah'ifll1. noorino
8tl36'i2, IOrJOOO
IOl-i038?,00000D
198 7 7 ?.DO• OOrJrJrJQ
1124 n•i~o. oooorio
53'1241/'1,(100000
3295 405 ,oonnoo
50 2 5%7 ,ro ooo o
':,71993';,(100000
!1141J983,00GOOO

1,5111,;,300,000000
2211I727. 0000[10
l'll2R50,0(1nOOO
8l\3&52,100000
10h0~82,000000
19'17704 0, 000000
ll!SbllfJ00,000000
1161>0059,0C'OOOO
:S?q'>405, oonor,o
115;>7! 711.000000
b''ID2251, OOC1000
1725562,ClflOCOO
902l/'Jh7,000000
3700223,0000CO
lbbS!00,000000
21:,3qq99 ,o ooorio
395999'1,000000

9037354,0000flO
1s11220. nooor.o
3711&500,l'JOOOOO
883&52,100000
10&03112,000000
4&3822'1,00rJOOO
'1119791l3. nooooo
53Q?ll10,000000
329'i4fl':l,nooooo
5023067,00DDOO
!,779935,00:1000
1'14'1983,00ClOrJO
1000'11'10,0000f'O
3700223,00flOOO
lbb5IOO,r.ooooo
21,:sq9c,q. 000000
3'1':>'199'1,00000(J

9037354,000000
2241727,UOIIOOO
l'l12115o,oonooo
8113&52,100000
IOb0.5112,0flOOOO
423801.>'l,UDfJOOO
90114rJ42,liOOOOO
4 8bOC''i 'I, (IOOOl'JO
32'1S~os,uonono
4527176,000000
f,9022'>1,000000
17 i''i'>b2, ClOllOOO
90?!067,00UOOO
3700?23,UOOOOO
16b5100,UOOOOO
2639999, rJOClOO O
39',<)999,000000

1728 'i8b00,000000
0,008732

74011480,000000
0,003738

70711;780,00UOOO

4'>27 1 71\, 00000 0
b'lOi'?51, 000000
I 7 25':l&? • 000/'JiJO
'102\067,000000
37fJC1?2$,00flOOO
lbb'5\fl0,000fJOO
i'b39'1'l9,000COO
39','l'l'l'l,0000(10
5b00"3b0,0GOOOO

0,U0:S57I

0,002829

10009190,n □ C:OOO

3700?23,000000
1bb5100,000DDO
2b39999,000000
39':,9999,000000
17b195300,000DOO
0,008899

HW RAIL &TIES
50 & bO MPH

NEW RAIL & TIES
30

& bO

MPH

TRACK lJPGl'IADI:'.
30 & bO MPH

l204'1110,000000
221117?7,000000
1'l12u'in,oooooo
8B~h5i',10f1000
l0b0382,r][JOOOO
2011500'> , 00!1('100

a3b4(111?.,000000
11111,00,'I. nopooo
3;>9•;~n..,. onnnoo

..,,.
0

J

ENO
&INPUT

YT~N•
o.79200~0E o~,XMILE•
o.2soooooE 03,RC0ST•
0,31b0000E 07,PSPWF•
o.74b.OOOE 01,cc0ST•
0.1,oooo □ E 05,VLO•
o.sooooooE 02,VEHP•
O,bOOOOOOE 02,CCAP•
o.1035000E 03,CSP~F•
0,74b9000E 01,XC0ST•
o,1ooooonE 03,HPRAL•
o.1743000E 01,
CNUM•
o.1oocooof. 03,TIME•
o.eooooooE 01,XSPWFa
0,74b, □ OOE 01,Rl'CT•
0.14bOOOOF-03,CTARE•
0,2ij000COE 02,CGTMC•
o.1oaooooE•03,XGTMC•
o.13bOOOOE•03,CHCST•
o,1000000E.02,xcREW•
0~400COOOE Ol,FC0ST•
0,27!0000E•03,TMILE•
O,bOOOOOOE 03,
CRES•
O,IOOOOOOE 00,XRES•
o.1onoonoE oo,c~RES•
o,1onooooE 00,ftTP•
0,2ROOOOCf. on,DEPR•
0,4000000E•Ol,ZC~ST•
o,sooooorE Ob,uCeST•
o.2000000E 01,Z5IZE•
0,3ooononE 07,USIZE•
o,1000000E OA ,ZS P-F•
0,74b9000E 01,?LAA•
o,2000000E 01,
ULAH•
0,3000000E 01,ZUHLC•
O,AorooonE 01,Z~CT•
o,1oooocoE Ob,U~CT•
o,sooaoocF Ob,~END
&P,PtJT

YTn~•
0,79200QOE nb,XMILE•
0,2500000E 03 , NCIST•
o.31b □ Onnt 07,ISPwF•
o.74bq~OCE 01,cc•ST•
o,11nonoof n~,VLD•
0,300D002E 02,VlMP:
D,hOOOOOnt O?,CCAP•
o.103500Ul 03,CSP~F•
0,74bqOOOE Ql,XCRST•
o,1ooooorE 05,HPRAL•
0,80SOOOOE 00,
CNU~•
o.1aoon~o[ 03,TIME•
o,annooaoE Ol,X5PWF•
0,74hqooo( C!,RfCT=
0,!4bOOOrE-n3,CTARtm
O,?~OOOUOE O?,CGTHC•
o.lOHO OOrE•03,XGTMC•
0,13bOOOOl•03,CHCSTs
o,1ooononE 02,XCRE~•
0,4000000t 01,FCOST•
o,2110000E•03,T~lLE•
O,boonoooE 03,
CRES•
o.1oonoooE DO,XRES•
o,1oonnnoE oo,c~RES•
o,,onooooE 00,flTP•
O,?RnoonoE DO,DEPR•
0,4000000E•Ol,ZC0ST•
o.soconooE Ob,UCrST•
0,2GOOOOOt 07,ZSIZE•
0,3000000E 07,USIZt•
o.1000000E 08,ZSPwFa
o,74b9000E 01,ZLAH•
o,2000000E 01,
ULAfl•
0,300()000[ 01,ZUHLC•
0,80ClOOOOE O!,Z0CTa
o,1onoaooE Db,lll' CT•
0,500000C1E Ob,&ENO
&II-.PUT

YTO~•
o,1q2oonoE 08,XMILE•
O,?SOOOOOE 03,RCrST:
0,4500000[ Oh,RSPWf•
o.74h900DE 01,ccnST•
0,170000(\E 05,VLOB
o.sooooooE O?,VE~P•
o,~OCOOOOE 02,CCAP•
0,1035COrE 03,CSP~f•
0,74b9000t Ol,XC0ST•
o.1oonoooE O],HPR•L•
o.17430DOE 01,
c~u~0,100 D~~OE 03,TIME•
O,Bnononot 01,XSPofa
D,74h9000E 01,Rl"CT•
O,\QbDODrf-03,CTARE•
0,2HOnnnoE 02,CGTHC•
- O,l08000Ut•D3,XbTMC•
0,13bOOOOt•03,ChCST•
o.1oooooaE 02,XCAEW•
0.4CDOOCOE 01,FCmST•
0,2710UOOE•03,T~ILE•
O,bOODOOOE 03,
CPES•
o.1rn c• nr.0E oo,xRES•
o.1oononof on,cwRES•
o,1onou □ of oo,F!TP•
o,2eonoooE oo,oEPR•
o,qooononE~o1,zc0sra
·o,sooooooE Ob,UC~ST•
o,200000QE 07,ZSIZE•
O,]OOOOCOE 07,USIZfn
o,1000000E 08,ZSP•F•
0,74b9UOCE 01,ZLAB•
0,2000000E 01,
ULAB•
0,3oonoooE 01,ZUHLC•
o.aoouoooE 01,Z0CT•
o,1000000E Ob,Ur.CT•
0,5000000E Ob,&E~O
&Il<PUT
o.792roroE 08,XM!Lf•
o,?500nooE 03,RCeST•
D,4~0000nE Db,hSP~F•
0,7Qb90DCE Dl,CC0ST•
o.1100000E 05,VLO=
0,3DCOO O( E n2,vE~P•
D.bOOOOOrE 02,CCAP•
D,103SODCE 03,CSP:,f•
0,74bq000[ 01,xcesTa
o,1ooooonE 03,HPRAL•
0,8D50000E oo,
CNUM:
O,! OO~onoE 03,TIME•
o,snrnonot 01,XSP~f•
n.7Qb9000f 01,N~CT•
O,\QbO □ not-03,CTARt•
o,2eonooot 02,CGTMC•
0,106000:f-03,XGIMC•
O,l]bOOOOE•D3,C~CST•
O,IOOOOOOE 02,XCRE~•
O.QOOnooot r1,rcrST•
o,2110000E-O],TMILt•
O,bOOOOOOE 03,
CRES•
o.1on0onn[ 00,XRES•
o,1nonoooF. DD,Cw~ES•
o,1or.onocE 00,f!TP•
C,2800DOOE OC,OfPR•
O,QOOODOOE~o1,zc0s1 ■
o,sooooooE Ob,UC~ST=
0.20000 □ 0[ 07,ZSIZE•
o.30DOOOOE 07,US!Zt•
o,1ooooocE OR ,Z SP~f•
0,74b9000E 01,ZLAB•
o,2000000E 01,
ULAB•
o.3noooooE 01,ZUHLC•
o,aooooooE 01,Z0CT•
o,100000 □ E Ob,U[CT•
o.sooooooE Ob,tENO
&II.PUT
YTi~•
0,7920000~ 08,XMILE•
0,2500000E 03,~C05Ta
O,bOOOOOOE 05 ,hSPWF=
0,74b9000E 01,CC~ST•
0,l7000DOE OS 1 VLO•
o,3DOOOCCE 02,VtMP=
O,bOODCOOE 02,CCAP•
0,103SOCGE 03,CSP,f•
o.74b9000t 01,xcest•
0,1000000[ 03iHPRAL=
0,8DSOOOOE oo,
cr.u~o,1nono~oE 03,TIME•
O,Rnooooot 01,X~PhF•
0,14b9000E 01,RI CT•
n.t~hOODOt•03,CTARt•
0,2"0COOOE 02,CGTMC•
0,13b0000f•S3,C~CS T•
o,1ooooonE 02,XCR[w,
o,~oooooot Dl,FCrST•
D,2710000E•03,TM!LE•
o.bOOOOOOE 03,
0,1080000E-05,XGTMC•
CRES•
0,10,aoooE on,xRES•
o.1coooooE oo,c•RES•
c,1onooooE oo,F1TP•
o,280 □ 000E oo,oEPR•
o,uooooooE~o1,zc~sT ■
O,SOOOOOOE Ob,UC0ST•
o.2000000E 07,ZSIZE•
0,3000000E 07,USIZt:,
o,1oocouot Dfl,ZSP~F•
0,74b9000E O!,ZLA8•
o,2000000E 01,
ULAB•
O,]OOOOOOE 01,ZUHLC•
o.~ooooooE 01,Z0CT•
0 ,10 00000E Ob,Ul'CT•
o.soouoocE Ob,iENO

,,n~•

_.,.
t-'

J

NET T0NS/YEAR
7,9200E 07

YEARLY C0STS

R0A0
CARS
Li'cr~:>.T?VES

L:>AD FACil,.ITY
lJ 1, L"AD f AC I LI TY
!':C~~t TAX

CEf',RECI.t.TI2N
Rf AO MA!"H,
CAR HA!r,T.
LCCl'I, MAINT

0

TRAl'• CREW
TPA!~

AIJ~!N,

TRA!'J

fLEL

LeAD LAH;JR
lJNL~ATJ LAtl~R
LCAO eP ER,

?PER 0
HJPL Cl'ST
S C0ST/T0N•MILE
Ut, LCAD

J

0NEWAY TRIP MILES
2.soooE 02

NEW R~ADBEO
50 & t,0 MPH
12b924l>00.000000
I 8 77 i'20, !100000
370b'>OD,OOODOO
81l 3h5?, I l'(JOOO
IOhQ.11\2,fJO~OOO
37hlll,',4'J,OOIJCOO
8Cl B 7 950 • '100000
53Y241Cl.OOOOOO
3245405,000000
5021 01> 7,000ClnO
57 7 g 'l3S, 000000
14ll4 ➔ 83,')(l'J(l(10

100:J~19C,OU OUDO
37002n,nooono
!bh'i\00,000000

21,.3g9qg,oorJOOO
3c;59yqg,oooooo
29534b100,00COOO
D,01491!,

T0TAL TRACK MILES

NET T0N~MILES/YEAR

t>.OOOOE 02

NEW R0AO6EO
30 & bO MPH

1.9~00E 10
NEW RAIL &TIES
50 ,\ !>O MPH

12t>924600,000000
2241727,000000
19!?85".l,DOQOOO

1110 1 4b80,000000

e1.1365?,1oooro

1617220,000000
37'16500,000000
8'13b52, 100000

!060~8?,f'OOOOO
372464Bl1,00l'OOO
7'14A4fl00,POC1000
48bOGS'l,00fJOOO
32'1'>405, 00()(1(10

I0,,0352,GCOOOO
7!·,8b75,00UOOO
t 52 n '!Su. oonooo
53 '124 IO, 000000
32 '154 0 ~, OOfJUOO

b'I0?251, 000000
1725562,00 000 0
'102IC67,000COO
3700??3,000000
lbbS!Ol',OOGO[lQ
2b H</9'1, 000000
3'159999,000000

5719935,000000

as2111s,oooono

29204'14 □ 0,ooooob

0,014750

so .,,oi,1 ,000000

1a ·1a983,00COOO
100 Jq\90,(',00000
31 io22:s,roooro
1 IJ ·,5 I 00, OOOGDO
21> 19999,000COO

3,,-;99qg, 000000
909

1 9230,000000

0,004595

J

.J

j

S/MILE NEW RIJAO
3,1&DOE Ob
NEW RAIL & TIES
30 & &0 MPH

TR ACK .UPGRADE

. JO & bO !'PH

18074b80,000000
2241727,COOOOO
1912850,000000
883b52,IOOOOl'J
1060:SH2,00rOC10

2409% 1, 000000

b7bA'.>13,0 00000

?31:l2 ~'l'l, l'OOOOO
:>084(142,(100000

14444010,0000DO

ue1,oo-.q,ooc.ooo

32'l 5 4 05, 00(1000
4527 I 7ll, OOt10oO
6902?51, 00(10(10
112ssb?, noroco
'l02!0b7,00(10C10
37C'O??:S,00(10ll0
! !,!,51 no. ooc,ooo

2639'l9'1,00C1000
3'1599</q, U0(10UO
8 H,824 90, OfJOOOO
0,004U28

2241727.000000
!91285(),00 0000
883b52.100000
10b0382,0C10000
486005'/,000000

32'1540'.>,000000
4 5?7 178 • 000000
bqf1225 I, 0(10000

11;,ss b2,oc,coro
'10;!10&7.00 0 rJOO
3700?23,0000CO
!bb5I OC',OC10C100
2639999,UOOOOO

3q5q99q,oonooo

56271740,000000

0,002'143

~

N

J

ENO
&INPUT
YT0 Nfl
o.7920000E 06,XMILf•
0,2500000f 03,RC0ST•
0,7900000f 07,RSP~F•
0,74b9000E Ot~CC0ST•
o,t7DOOOOE 05,VLO•
0,5000000E 02,VEMP~
O,bOOOOOOE 02,CCAPa
O,i03500 0E 03,CSrWF•
D,74b9000E Ol,~C0ST•
o,1ooo uooE 03,~PRiL ■
0,17430 UOE ot,
CNU M•
o.t coooooE 03,TIME•
0,8000000E 01,XSPRF ■
O,JqhqoooE 01,RMCT•
C,!AbOOOOE•03,CTARt•
o.2~ noo oo E r?,CGTMC•
O,IOBOOOCE-03,XGTMC•
0,13h0000~-03,CHCST•
O,!OOOOOOE 02,>CREW•
0,400000UE Ol,fC0ST•
o,211ooonf-01,rMIL E•
O,bOOOOOOE 03,
CRES;
o.1oooncoE 00,XRES•
O,IGOOOOOE 00,CWRES ■
o,1000000E 00,fITP•
0,2800000E 00,CJEPR•
0,4000000E•O!,ZC?ST•
o,sonococE a&,uc~sr•
o,2000000E 01,zsrzE•
o,3oooaonE 01,usIZt•
o,1ooooooe oa,zsP•F•
o,74hqoooE 01,ZLAA•
o,2aooooof 01,
ULAH•
0,300 00CO E 01,ZUHLC•
O,BOOOOOOE Ol,Z0CT•
o,1onooooE Ob,U0CT•
o,5000000£ Ob,&ENO
&INPLJT
YT0~•
o.Jq?noooE 08,XMILE•
0,2500000E 03,RCeST ■
o,1qoooooE 07,RSPWf• 0,74b9000E Ot,CC 0S T• 0,1,oooooe 05,VLC•
0,3ononoDE 02,VEMP~
O,bOOOOOOE 02,CCAP•
0,1035000E 03,CSFWF•
0,74bqooot 01,XCOST•
o,1ooonooE 03,HPRAL•
0,8050000E oo,
CNU~•
O,tonanroE 03,TIME•
o,eoononoE 01,XSPWF•
0,74hqocoE 01,RMCT•
0,!4hOOOOE•n3,CTA Rt•
0,2~onnooE 02,CGTMC•
0,!3bOOOnf-03,CHCST•
0,IO OOOOOE 02,)CRE~•
0,4000000E 01,fCCST•
D,27!0000E•03,T~ILE•
O,bOOOOOOE 03,
O,IOROOOCE-n3,XGT~C•
CRES•
o.1 00o~noE 00,XRES•
o,1noonnoE oo,cwRES•
o,1o roooo E oa,FtTP ■
0,28 ~UOOOE 00,DEPR•
0,4000000E•Ol,ZCeST•
O,SOOOOOCE Ob,UCCST•
0,2000000t 07,ZSIZE•
0,300000CE 07,LS!ZE•
o,1ooooocE 08,ZSP~fD
0,74b9 UOOE 01,ZLAB•
u,2000000E 01,
UlAH :
0 ,3 ooooroE 01,ZUHLC•
0,8000000f 01,l~CT•
O,IOOODODE Ob,U0CT•
o,sor.ooooE Ob,&ENO
&I~PuT
YTr ~•
a.Jq?OOOOE 08,X MILt•
o,2soooorE 03,RC0ST•
0,1325000! 07,RSPWF•
0,7q&qoooE 01,CC0ST•
o,t700000E 05,VLD•
O,SOOOOOOE 02,VEMP ■
O,bOOO OO OE 02,CCAP•
D,l035000E 03,CSF~F•
0,7qb9000t 01,xcisT•
o,10000 00E 03,HPRAL•
0,1743000E 01,
CNU~•
o.1000000 E 03,T!ME=
o,aoo~onoE 01,XSPWf•
0,74nqoooE 01,RMCT•
0,14~noonE-03,CTARt•
0,2 800 000E 02,CGTMC•
O,IO~OCO~E-03,X~T~C•
0,13bODOOE•03,CHCST•
o,1000000E 02,>CNE~=
o,aooocooE 01,FC~ST&
o,211000 0E -o,,1 MIL! •
D,bOOOOOOE 03,
CRES•
o.1noooooE 00,XRES•
o,1001uooE 00,CWRES•
o,1onooooE 00,filP•
a,? 800000[ 00,0EPR•
0,400DOOOE-Ol,lC~5T•
o,sooo~orE Ob,UC0S T•
o,2noooroE 07,ZSIZE•
0,300000 0[ 07,lSIZE•
o,1o ooooot OA,ZSP~F•
0,74b 9000 t 01,ZLAA•
o,2000000E 01,
ULAH•
0,3COOOODE 01 ,ZU HL C•
o ,a ornooo E 01,Z0CT•
o,1onooooE Ob,UCCT•
o,sooooooE nb,&E NO
&I~?UT
YT0 ~•
o.rq20000E 08,XMILE•
o,2soooocE 03,HCrST•
0,1325000! 07,RSPWf•
0,74bqoooE 01,cc0sru
0,1700000l 05,VLD•
0,3000000E 02,VEMP•
O,bOOOOOOE 02,CCAP•
o.103SOOOE 03,CSFWF•
0,746qQQOE 01,XC0ST•
o,1ooooonE 03,HPR~L•
0,6050000E oo,
CNU~•
o.1nnoonoE 03,TIHE•
o,enonoooE 01,XSP~F•
0,7QhqoooE 01,RMCT•
O,l4bOOOnE-03,CTARE•
0,2"00000E 02,CGTMC•
o.1osoonoE-03,X~TMC•
0,13bOO ODf -03,CHCST•
O,!OOODOnE 02,~CREW•
C,4000 000[ 01,FCeST•
o,211ooonl-03,T~llf•
O,bOOOOOOE 03,
CRES•
o.1nonoooE OO,INES•
o,1 nooooo E 00,CWRfS•
O,!OOOOOOE oo,FITP•
O,?BnOOOOE 00,UtPR•
o,aooo n110E•O! ,ZC~ST•
o,sononooE Ob ,UC ~ ; ;
0,2000000t 07,ZSIZE•
0,3000000E 07,LSIZE•
O,!OOOO OUE 08,ZSP~F•
0,74bqoooE 01,ZLAB•
o.20000 00E 01,
ULAB•
0.30CCOOOE 0 1,ZUHLC•
O,AOOODOOE Ol,Z0CT;
o,10 00000E Ob,U0CT•
o,soronooE Ob,&ENO
&;~PUT
YT 0~ =
o,1q2 0000E 08,XMILE•
n,?S~OOOOE 03,RCiST ■
O,ISOOOOOf 06,RSPWfa
0,74b900 0E Ot,CC0STa
o,11ooonnE 05,VLO•
0,3000000E 02,VE~P•
O,bOOOOOOE 02,CCAP•
o.103SOOOE 03,CSFWF•
0,74b90 00E 01,xc0ST•
o,1000000E 03,HPRAL•
0,8050000[ ao,
CNU M•
o.1ooooroE 03 ,TIMf•
O,ROOOOOOE 01,XSPWF•
C,74b9000E 01,RMCT•
0,14bOOOO E•0 3,CT ARt •
o,2 80000 0E 02,CGTMC•
0,1080 000E •03,XGTMC•
0,1360000E•03,CHCST•
O,IOOOOOOE 02,)CREW•
0,4000000E Ol,FC0ST•
0,27l0000E•03,TMILE•
O,bOOOOOOE 03 1
CRES•
o.10 00000E 00,XRES•
O,IOOOOOOE oo,cwRES•
o,1onooooE 00,fJTP•
0,2800000E OO,DEPR•
0,4 GO OQO OE•O l ,ZC0ST•
0.200DOOO E 07,ZSIZEs
O,lOOOOOOE 07,LSIZE•
0,1000000E 08,ZSP~Fa
0,74b9UOOE OliZLABc
0,2000DOOE 01,
0,50DO OOUE Ob,UC0ST•
ULAB•
0,3000000E 01,ZUHLC•
o,a oooooo E 01,Z0CT•
O,IOOOOOOE Ob,U0CT•
O,SOOOOOOE Ob,~E~O

~
(.N

NET T0NS/YEAR
0NEWAY TRIP MILES
7.'li!OOE 07
i!,5000E 02
YEARLY C0STS

ROAD
CARS
LeCl'Mt'lTIVES
L2!A0 FACILITY
U~L'1AO FACILITY
INCl'~E TAX
OE?RECIATI0N
R('AO ~AlNT,
CAR MAI~T.
LflC?., l<AlNT,
TRAIN CREw
TRAIN AOMIN.
TRAIN FUEL
LCAO LAtH1R
UNL.1140 LA!Jeq
LOAD 0PER ,
UNUIAD OPtR,
HTAL cisT
$ CilST /T0N•MILE

NEW R?!AOBED
50 & bO MPH
317311200.000000
1877;>2(1,000000
3 70b':i00, 000000
81.13652, I 00000
!060382,000000
909~473(1,0000(10
1'14097hOfJ,OOnQDO
53'124lfJ,OOOOOO
32<J5aos,oonono
50i'3-~!> 7 • 00000 0
5119935 • 000000
1444'l83,000000
10 0119190.000rJO O
310022,.oonool'J
tbb"i!Oll.000000
2b 39gqq .-ciooono
3'1'>9'199,000000
1>527'19200.0 0000 0
0,032'170

T0TAL TRACK MILES N!T: T0N•MILES/YEAR
b,0000( Oi!
1,9800( 10
NEW R0AD6 F. D
30 & bO MPH
317311200,oooono
22417?7 .000000
1'112850,000000
883&s;,,1ooono
106038?,000000
'IU5~4 bi?O,OOnOO O
1'l320600,000000
48t,OC"i'l,000000
32 <J 5 a c-s . oonooo
11527178,000000
b'l0?25 I• 000000
I Ti'S5b?..OOOOfJO
'10210b7,00ClOOO
3700223,0000(10
lbbS!00,000000
2b3'l'l'l9,0000f10
3'l'.>9'19'l.OOOCOO
&4'1502900,000000
0,032803

NE,i RAIL &TIES
'iO & bO MPH

'i3219950,000000
1817220.000000
370b50n,nooooo
863652.100000
106038;>,0000r)Q
17009340.000000
"lb?'l1950,000000
53924\U,fJOOOOO
329 540'.l,OOOOOO
5023Ub7.00UOrJO
577'1'l35,00UOOO
\44Q9 83,ooeooo
\OOU'll'l 0,00000 0
3700223,000000
1 bb5 I 00, 000000
;>bH9'l'1,00C1000
'3'1599'19.000000
1%9bSIOO,OOOOOO
0,007928

I/MILE NElol R0AO
7,'IOUOI: Ob
NEW RAIL , TIES
30 & bO M"'M
53219'150, □ 00000

2?41127,UOOOOO
1'11i?B'>n,oooooo
S83h5?,I00000
10bf1 ,82,U0f10(10
I bbC'l I IHJ, IJOOOOO
35444000,00001'10
486"054.UOIJOOO
329540'>. oncooo
4521176.00('000·
b902i:'5I .oOOOOO
l7255b2,000000
'102101>7,000000
3700223,UOOOOO
lbbSlfJ0,000000
2b399'1'l.OOCOOO
3q59999 1 000000
153bb 6400,000000
0,0077bl

TRACK UPGRADE
30 & bO t<PH
b02Q'I03.Cl00000
2241727.000000
1'112850.000000
118%5~, 100000
l0b038i',OOOOOO
:S39QS83,00l1000
7?a4n4?,0011000
a 8bOrS<i, or;rJnco
32'1'>405,000()00
115271711,00CJrJUO
t.'lo22s1.oooooo
172'.>Sb2,000000
'IO?l!'b7,000000
3100223.000000
!bb5!00,000000
2b .l'l'l'l<i. 000000
39599'19.000000
bSOS8640,000000
O,OOj26b

.i,,.
.i,,.

J

J

~~n

&INPUT
YT0N ■

0.1564000E 09,XMILE•
o.2500000E 03,RC0ST•
0.1,soooo! or,~SPWF•
0,7469000E 01,CC0ST•
0,1TOOOOOE 05,YLO•
o,sooooooE 02,VEMP•
O,bOOOOOnE 02,CCAP•
o.t035000E 03,CSPWFn
0,7469000E Ol,XC0ST=
o,1000000E 03,HPRAL•
0,1743000E 01,
C~UM•
o.1on~oooF. 03,TIME•
0,6000000E 01,XSPWF•
0,7469000E 01,RMCT•
O,l4bOOOOE•03,CTARt•
0,2800000E 02,CGTMC•
0,!08000CE•03,XGT~C•
0,!3bOOOOE•03,CHCST•
o,1onooonE 02,XCR!W•
O,QOOOOOOE Ol,FC0ST•
0,27!0000t•03,TMILE•
0,6000000E 03,
CRES•
O,!OOOOOOE o~,XRES•
o,too~onoE oo,t~RES=
o,,ooooooE 00,fITP•
0,2BOOOOOE CO,DEPR•
0,400r.oonE-O\,ZC~ST•
o,sooooorE O&,UCPST•
0,2,ooonoE n?,ZSIZE•
0,3000000E 07,USiiE•
o,1000000E 08,ZSP~F•
o,74&9000t 01,ZLAH•
o,2000000E 01,
ULAU:
0,3coo0r.nE 01,7.UHLC•
O,AOOOOOOE 01,l0CT•
0,1000000E Ob,U0CT•
0,5000000E 06,tENO
&INPUT
YT~N•
O,l~RQOOOf 09 ,XM!LE•
n,2snnoooF 03,ijC0ST• 0,1580000E or,RsP~F• 0,74b9000E 01,cc0sr• O,ll0000CE 05 ,VLO•
0,300000CE 02, V( ~P •
O,bOIJOODOE 02,CCAP•
0,1035000( 03,CSPWF•
0,74b9000E 01,xc0ST•
o,100000J~ 03,HPRAL•
0,8050000E oo,
CNU M•
O,tijnaoroE 03,TIME•
0,6 000000E O1,XSPWfa
0,7Qb9000E 01,RMCT•
o.1a~ooooE-03,CTARt•
o,2~ooc oot 02,CGTMCc
O,lOHQOOrE-03,X~T~c,
O,l360000t•03,CHCST•
O,tooooonE O?,XCRfW•
o,anonoooE 01,FCCST•
o,211oanrE-03,TMILE•
O,b cnnooo~ 03,
(qfS•
O,IOOOO OC E OQ,XRES•
O,to nonoo f 00,C•RES•
O,l08000CE 00,FITP•
o.2aoonooE oo,nEPR•
o,uoaooooE•O!,ZC~ST•
o,~JoooorE o~,UC~Sl•
o,2oonoonE 0 7,ZSIZE•
0,]000000E 07,USiiE•
o,1ooooout 08,ZSP~f•
o,74b9DOOE 01,ZLAB•
0,2000000E 01,
ULAH•
0,3~annnoE Ol,Z 1JHLC•
o.sanooooE 01,ZOCT•
o,1onooooE Ob,U0CT•
D,5000COOE Ob,&ENO
&I NPUT
YTP~•
O,\~BQOnoE 09,X~ILE•
n,2~00000E 03,RC0ST•
0,?250000~ oi,RSPWF•
0,74b9nOOE 01,CC0ST•
0,!700000E 05,VLO•
o,,ooooanE o?,VEMP•
O,bOOOOOOf O?,CCAP•
0,10,sonnE 03,C~P~f•
0,746~000t 01,XC~ST•
o,1oooonoE 03,HPRAL•
o,11a1000E 01,
CN UM•
0.1,onncof 03,Tirca
O, BooncnoE 01,xsP.F•
0,1 Qb 9000E 01,RMCT•
0,1460000t•03,CTARt•
o,2unoooot 02,CGTMC•
0,106000~(-03,XGT~C•
O,l3bOOO OE •03,CHCST•
o,1ono no1E 02,XCNf~•
0,40000 00E 61,FC~ST•
o,211aoooE-03,TMILE•
0,6000000E 03,
CRES•
o.1~noncoE oo,xuEs•
O,tnooo~ot 00,C~RtS•
D,l0(!0000E 00,f!TP•
0,2800000E 00,DEPR•
O,QOOOrnoE-D!,ZC0ST•
0,500000GE Oh,ut,ST•
o.2ooouooE 07,Z~IZE•
0,3000DOOE 07,US!it•
O,IDOOO OOt 08,ZSP~f•
o,74b9000E 01,ZLAB•
o,2000000E 01,
ULA~ •
0,3~00000f. O\,ZV~LC•
0,80000QOE 01,Z0CT•
o,1ono oocE Ob,U0CT•
0,5COOOO OE 06,&END
&I~PVT
YT0N ■
0,15840COE 09,XHILE•
o,2soooaoE 03,RCCST•
0,22~0000E ot,RSPWf•
0,7qbqoo oE 01,cc0ST•
0,1700000E OS,VLO•
0,3DOOOOOE 02,VE~P•
O,bOOOOOOE 02,CCAP•
0,1035DOOE 03,CSPWff.
0,74b9000E Ol,XC0STc
o,1oooaooE 03,~PRALR
O,BOSOOOOE 00,
CNUM•
o,1ooooroE 03,TIME•
0,8000000E 01,XSPWF•
0,74b9000E 01,RMCT•
0,!4bOOO OE• 03,CTARE=
0,2600000E 02,CGTMCC
0,108000CE-o3,XGT~c•
C,!360DOOE•03,CHCST•
O,!OOOOOOE 02,xcqfw•
O,QOCor. ouE 01,FCOST•
0,27!000~E-03,TrILt=
O,bOOOOOOE 03,
CRES=
D,ICOOO~OE 00,XRfS•
o,1ooonooE 00,CWRES•
O,IOD0000E 00,fITP•
0,?600000~ oo ,oEPR•
0,4000000E-Ol,ZC~ST=
0,50COCJ~E Oh,UCJST•
0,2000000t 07,ZSllE•
0.300000 □ E 07,USIZt•
o.1cooo aot 08,ZSP~F•
o,74~90C Ot 01,ZLAB•
~.2 000000E 01,
ULiB:
0,3onnoooE 01,ZIJHLC=
o,nonnoooe 01,Z~CT•
O,IO"OOOOE 06,UOCT•
0,5~00000E Ob,~ENO
i! NPWT
YTC~•
0,! ~04QOOE 09,XHILER
o.2snnoooE O3,~C0STa
0,3000000E 0~1,RSPwF•
0,74b9000E 01,CC~ST•
0,1700000 E 05,VLO•
o,300000CE 02,VEMP•
O,bOOOOO OE 02,CCAP•
0,!035000E 03,CS?wf•
o.74690DOE 01,XC0ST•
o.1000000E 05,HPRAL•
o,aosooooe oo,
CNUH•
o,1nonoooE 03,TIHE•
O,BOOOOOOE 01,XSPWF•
0,7Qh9000E 01,RHCT•
O,l~bOOOOE•03,CTARE•
0,2600000E 02,CGTMC•
O,l080COcE•03,X~T~c=
0,13bOOOOE•03,CHCST•
O,IOOOOOOE 02,XCRf Wa
0,4COOOOOE 01,FCeST•
o,211 0000E• 03,T HILE•
O,bOOOOOOE 03,
CRES•
O,IOOOOOOE 0 0 ,X~ES•
o,1nonoooE oo,c~RES•
o,1ocooooE ·00 ,fITPa
o,2BnoonoE 00,0EPR•
o,~nooaooE-0!,ZC~ST•
0,50CO OOOE Ob,UC~S1•
0,2000000E U7,ZSIZE•
0,30QOOOnE C7,US!i'E•
o,1oocoooE 08,ZSP~f•
o,74h9 0DOE 01,ZLAB•
0,2000000E 01,
UL~B=
0,30000 00E 01,ZUHLC•
0,800000QE Ol 1 Z0CT•
,O,!DOOOOOE Ob,U0CT•
O,SOOOOOOE Ob 1 &ENO

.i::,.
V,

J

J

J

J

-~. . .~·
NET T0NS/YEAR
1,5840E 08

0NEWAY TRIP MILES
2,'5000E

OZ

T0TAl. TRACK MILES

N~T T0~•Mil.ES/YEAR
&,OOOOE 02
3,%00E 10

NEW Rf1AD8F.O

YEARl. Y CIDS TS

NEW R0AOBEO

50 g 1>0 MPH

30

R0AO
CARS

&30&2300,000000

&34&2300,0000 □ 0

375qqq1,oooooo
7q1~no1,oonooo
I 7b7303,000000
21?07bU,OOOOOO
2\'l/14%0,000000
4b9\S'UO,OOUOOO
107M ijo\O,OOOOOO
&5~tJ~l5,0DOOOO
!00Ub!20,000000
tl'i59il&o.oooooo
2EM99~7,()0()fJ[lf)
2001 8 H,O, 000000
7~ f10'1Ub ,'l 'lfJDO O
33102 00, OOfJOOO
r;;>799<J8,000000
7919999,00(!()00
23321'1100,000000
0,005890

4483qS7,000000
3825711?.,0ll(JQl'lO
171,1303, oonooo
21201&q,oonooo
21184650,0000CIO

L~C~H 0TI VfS
L('A O FACILITY
UNL('AO f ACILITY

P:CZHE TAX
DEPRE C!AT!0:-I
R0AD ~AINT,
CA R MAlNT,
l.0C0, l<A PI T•
TRAI'I CRtW

TRA!~ AfHl!N,
TRAIN flJEL

LrA n LAH~R
Uf'.LC,AD LA!:10R

LCAfl J~ER,
UNUllO 0PE.R,
T0TAL OIST
S C;>iST /T0N•HILE

& b0

MPH

ll':)2080q □ ,COC1DC10

9720118,000000
b59081"i,OOOOOO
9054357,0000flO
!3801J500,(10(]0QQ
34~112',,000DOO
1eoo2120,aooooo
1u oo1141,,noocno
331020r. ,000000
':,2/99q8,000DCO
7'1l'19<J9,000000
22bb45800,000000
0,005723

Ne:W
50

RAIL &TIES

& b0

MPH

'1('373511,oooboo
3i''541141,000000
HI 300 I, 0000110
1 Tb7303,000000
212011,4,oor.ooo
&i 45992,000000
14);9 5940,008000
1076il610,000000
&~,'10815, 000000
10( Ubl20,000000

It '. , 5986 □ ,oonooo
21,59967,00 DOrO
20C:!83bCi,OODOOO
71<004 4b, rJOllOOO
3:-30200,oonooo
5,' 7 99'111, 000000
7' 19999,00 0000
13!('55200,000000
0,003309

S/Mil.f NfW R0AIJ

1.ssooe: o~

NEW RAIL & TIES
30 & b0 MPH
'1037354,000000
4483457 ,oot,ooo

382570i'.U0l<OOO
17673ri3,oonooo
2!2Cl7hll,OOOOOO
5945bH,,OOC'OOO
12688010,o oaor o
9720118, 00000 0
&590815,0(1(1000
'1054357,0Dl'OOO
13804':lOO,OOOOOO
34'.>! !2'j,00! 1 0rJO
!80q?!?O,l!O OOOO
7 40('4 4 b • Ol10000
:533G?OO,DD!1000
5279 '1'18,0(l!JOOO
7q1CJ Y99 ,000rJnO
124461800,00C"OOO
o,003!43

TRACK UPGRAOf
30 & &0 MPH
12011qeo,oooooo
1.11183q51,ooriooo
382s102,oroooo
17h7303,000000
21207&4,000000
375?6!7,COCOOO
8008087,000000
'l720!!8,000000
b5'1081S,OOOOOO
'10'.',4351,000000
1380 1JSO!l. oonoro
~4'.',1 !?'.'i,0011000
lBOU212C, OOl100 0
74C041lh,OOCOOO
3330200,000000
527G<J98,00 0 0L10
7919999,000000
!09 7 5& 40 0 , 000000
0,002772

_.·.,_.

.j:,.

C\

,-

r--

r- r- ,- r- r- ,- r- r- r- r- ,- ,- r- r- ,- ,- r-

ENO
&INPUT
YT0N•
0,1584000E 09,XMILE•
0,2500000E 03,RC0ST ■
0,3160000~ 07,RSPWF•
0,74b9000E 01,CC0ST•
0,1700000~ 05,VL0•
o.saoooooE 02,VEMP•
O,bOOOOOOE 02,CCAP•
0,1035000E 03,CSPWf•
0,74b~OOOE 01,XC05T•
o,1000000E 03,HPRAL•
o,!743000E 01,
CNUM•
o.10 00000E 03,TIME•
o.eooooooE 01,XSPWF•
0,74b9000E 01,~MCT•
0,14bOOOOE~o3,CTARt•
0,28000DOE 02,CGTMC•
0,1060000E~o3,XGT~C•
0,13bOOOOE- □ 3,CHCST•
o,1000000E 02,XCRE~•
·0,4000000E 01,FC0ST•
0,2710000E-03,TMILE•
O,bOOOOOOE 03,
C~ES•
o.1000000E 00,XRES•
o,1noooooE 00,CWRES~
o,1oriooooE oo,•ITP•
0,2600000E oo,oEPR•
0,4000000E•Ol,ZC0ST•
o,sooooo~E Ob,UCIST•
o,2oooonoE 07,ZSIZE•
o.30000DOE 07,US!Z!•
o,1oonoo oE 08,ZSPWf•
o,74b9000E 01,ZL~B•
0,2000000E 01,
ULAP.1
0,3000000f 0!,7UHLC •
o.ROQOOOOE O!,Z0CT•
o,1onoooo£ 06,J0CT•
0,5000000E 06,&ENO
&Il,f'UT
YT0N•
0,1~84000[ 09,XMfLE•
0,?500000f 03,HCrST•
0,3lh0000t 07,RSP~F•
n,74h9000E 01,cc0s1 ■
0,1700000E 05,VLO•
o.JooononE 02,VEMP•
O,bOOOOOOE 02,CCAP•
0,1035000E 03,CSPWF•
O,T4b9000t 01,xc~ST•
o,1000000E 05,HPRAL•
0,805aoaoE·oo,
CMU~•
o.1oooonoE 03,T!ME•
0,5n □ nonnE 01,XSP~F•
0,74h~OOOE'Ol,QMCT•
D.l4bbOOOE•Ol,CTARt•
o,?nnrCl □ Ot o~,CGTMC•
O,l080C80E-n3,XGT~C•
0,1]60000t•03 ,C HCST•
o,1oooonnE 02,XCRE~•
o.aoooooot 01,FCOST•
0,?71000rE-03,T~ILE=
0,&000000! 03,
CP.ES•
0 , l()Jf)f)r'QE rin,Xf.lES•
O, !i'OOIJOOt oo,c~RtS•
0,10'10QOOF. 00,FJTP•
o.2snooc0f. or,DEPR•
(l,IIOnorOOE•Cl,7ClclST•
O,SJQOOO~E Ob,UCMSI•
O, ?OO CDOOt n7,ZSIZE•
D.300000 0E 07,USIZE•
o,1000000E 08,ZSP•F•
0,74b9DOOE 01,ZLAB•
o,2oooaooE 01,
ULA~=
o.3 □ onooaE 01,ZUHLC•
o,eonoonoE 01,z0cr,
o,1onooooF o&,u2cT•
o.soooonoE Ob,~ENO
&;Nf'UT
YT2'••
C,!584000E 09,~MILE•
n,2soonooE o~,KCeST•
0,4SOOOOOE o~,RSP,f•
0,7Qb9000E 01,cc0ST•
0,1700000E 05,VLD•
o, s ooooocc 02 ,V EMP•
0,600000t)E 02,CCAP•
o.l035000 t 03,CSP~f•
o,74b9000t 01,XC0ST•
o,1000000E 03,HPRAL•
0,1743000E 01,
C~UH•
O.lOOOOOOE 03,TIME•
o,ooonooof 01,XSPWF•
0,7Qb9000f 01,qMCT•
o,1a~ooooE-CJ,CTAP.E•
0,280COOOE O?,CGTMC•
o,100onooE-03,XGTMC•
0,1360000E•03,CHCST•
0,1000000E 02,XCREW•
o.QOQO OOOE Ol,FC~ST•
0,27IOOOOE-o3,TM!Lt•
O,bOOOOOOE 03,
CQtS•
c,1oonoooE oo,x~ES•
o.1nooonoE oo,cwRES•
o,1onooooE oo,~ITP•
o,2RoooooE oo,11E~R•
o.uooooonE-01,zc~sT•
. o.~ooono1E Ob , UCHST•
0,2000000E 07,ZSIZE•
0,3000nO~E 07,USIZE•
o,1oonouoE 08,ZSPWF•
0,74h9000E 01,ZLAB•
o,20~0000E 01,
ULAR•
0,3 ~ooroo E 01,ZUHLC•
0,8000000E 01,l0CT•
O,tonooooE Ob,U0CT•
o ,sooooooE Ob,~ENO
&1~.. PUT

YT~~0.!~840CQE OQ,XM!Lt•
o,2soonooE 03,RC0ST•
O,QSOOOOOE o~,RSP,F•
0,74bQnOoE 01,cc~Sl•
0,1700000E 05,VLO•
c.3000000E 02 ,V EMP•
O,bOOOOOOE 02,CCAP•
o.101soooE 03,CSPWF•
0,7169000E Ol,XC0ST=
O,IOOOOOOE 05,HPRAL•
0,8050000E oo,
CNur•
0,t ono nooE 01,TIME•
O,BoonannE 01,XSPWF:
0,71b9000E 01,~MCT•
o.1a&rnooE-03,CTARE•
0,2800000E 02,CGTMC•
0,!080000E•OS,XGTMC•
o.13b0000t•03,CHCST•
o,1000000E 02 ,XCREW•
0,400 0000E O!,FC~ST•
0,2710000E•03,TMILE=
O,bOOOOOOE 03,
CRES•
o,1nnnono~ 00,XRES•
o.1oononoE 00,C~RES•
o,1oconooE 00,F!TP•
o,2anooooE 00,0EPR•
0,40 00UOUE•Ol,ZC•ST•
o.sooono ot 06,UC•ST•
o.2oonoooE 07,ZSIZE•
0,500000nE 07,USilE•
o,10 00000E oa,zsrof•
o,74bQOOUE 01,ZL~B•
0,2000000E 01,
UL•B=
0.1:oooooE 01,ZUHLC•
o,eooonocE 01,ZHCT•
o,1000000E 06,U~CT•
o.~000000E Ob,&F~D
&INPUT
YT0N•
O.l~81000E Q9,XH!LE•
o.2~oonooE 05,RC0ST•
0,bOOOOOOE 05,RSP~F•
0,7469000E O!,CC0ST•
o.1100000E 05,VLD•
0,3000000E 02,VEMP•
O,bOOOOOOE 02,CCAP•
0.1035000E 03,CSPWf•
0,74b9000E O!,XC0ST•
O,IOOOQOOE 03,HPRAL•
0,8050000E 00,
CNUM•
o.1000000E 03,TIME•
0,8000000[ O!,X 5PwF•
0,74h9000E 01,RMCT•
o.!QbOOOOE•03,CTARt•
o,2aooonot 02,CGTHC•
0,1080000E•03,XGT ½C•
0 ,13& 0000t•03,CH CST•
D,!OOOOOOE 02,XCH!W•
0,40D0000t Ol,FC0ST•
o,211ooouE-03,TMlLE•
O,bOOOO OO~ 03,
CRES•
o.1noa ooo E no,xRES•
o,1noooooE oo,cwRES•
o,1oaooooE oo,fITP•
o,2aoooooE oo,oEPR•
o,qooooooE-01,zc0sr•
o.sooooocE D6 ,UC0ST•
o.2000000E 07,ZSIZE•
0,300000nE 07,USli~•
o,1oooo orE 08,ZSP~F=
o,74b9000E 01,ZLAB•
0,2000000E 01,
· ULAB•
o.3000000E 01,ZUHLC•
o,RooooorE O!,Z0CT•
o,1onooooE Ob,UeCT•
o.~ooooooE Ob,&E~O

.p.
--..J

~-

r- r- r- r- r- .r- r-

IIIET T0NS/YEAR

1.sa110E oa

0111EWAY TRIP MILES
2,S000E Ci?
NEIii R0A0£lfD

YEARl.Y C0STS
R:JAO
CARS
UJC:>IMl'IT IVES
Lr,AO f AC!LITY
U11UlAO F4CILITY
HICt"'E TAX
OEPRf.C!ATI0111
RCAO MA !NT.
CAR MA!~T •
L o e::. MA!NT.
TRA! ~ CREW
TRAIN AD'IIIII.
TRAIIII f UE L
L04O LAti'1R
UNLl'IAO LAtl0R
L:."A O ~PER .
U~L(:AJ IJPt ~.
T::lTAL Cl1 ST
$ CClST /HIN•l1ll.E

50 & t-0 t\?H

121:,9;,41,no,r:100000
3754441,nooooo
7413001,000000
1H,7303, rJOOOOO
21?.rJlb4,00QOOO
3915a,11n,oooooo
841l3'i43 0 ,nO OOO O
1C784RlO.OOnooo
b590~1'i,!'OQOOO
100Cbt20,000 00 0
115':>9/lb 0 ,000000
2889'lb7,000000
200163b0,000000
74 0044 1:,,000000

B3Dc'no,nooooo

52"/9998.00()000
7'l!9'l'l'l,000000
J523 6 'll00,000000
o.0088'l9

~

~

~

T0TAL TRACK MILES NET T0N•MILES/YEAR
b,D0C0E 0i?
3,'lbOOE 10
NEW R0AO8ED
30 & 60 l'PH

Nf:i RAIL &TIES
'lO & bO MPH

r-

r-"

r- r- r- r- r- r-

S/"4ILE lllt.W 110A0
3, 11,00E Ob
NfW RAIL & TIES

30 & 1>0

,-.pH

TRACK ·u PGRAOE
30 i 60 ,_.PH

12o92460a,oonono
448345.,,0000D0
38;>570?,0000C'O
I 76 730 3, 000000
212n7b4,0000rJO
3895'1090,QOOOOO
8312Rn4o,ccnono
972GI I R,D00000
6';90815.0000 0 0
90511351,000000
!38011500,000000
3451125,0IJOOOO
18042120,000000
7400441>.000DOO
3330200,000000
5279'190,000000
7'l!'l'l'l'l 1 000000
345791,000;000000

!ll'l74b80,00DOOO
3754Q41,000000
711130D I, 000000
11&1303,nooooo
;>t207b4,000000
9276443,000000
1'l795q3D,OOOOOO
10784810,nonooo
1,';90815,000000
,ona6120 ,ooooo.o
l155'l6bO,OOOOOO
2889967 ,000000
20018360,000000
740044b,OOOOOO
333C200 ,00000 0
527'1'l',8,COOOOO
791'l99'l,00000D
1+8023D00,000000

97201 ,8,000 0N)
1,5q o~1s,or,oon o
9054357 ,0ul'OOO
138045rJO,UDOOOD
Hs112s,o'Jnooo
180Q2i?O,O OOOOO
74 0rJ44b,t10000D
3330200,00DOOO
527'l9~8,00COOO
7'119 999,0000 00
14142'lb00,000000

240'l%I ,000000
4483Q57.DDOOOO
311i'570i',OOOOOO
111, no 3, nooooo
212071-,Q ,000000
QQ90011,0000G0
87?8087.()rJ<'JOOO
'17201 !M,000nu0
l>S'lOR!'i,OOOOOD
'iQ543'i7,000000
I 3804'50'J, 00000D
3451\25,000000
16042120,000000
74004'lb ,OOOOO D
3330?.00, rJOOOOO
5279998,00:JODO
7919'l'19,00000 0
11201880D,ODOOOO

0.008732

0,003738

o,003s11

o,002s29

l8074b8n,orJ(,000
4483457,UOOOOO
382510;>, 000000
1767303,000000
21?.0lb4, 000000
847bl27,0000GO
lll □ Bon11n,oonooo

.i:,.

00

r- r- r- r- r- r- r- r- r- r- r- r- r- r- r- r- r- r- r-

END
glNPUT
YT0 N•
0,15A4000E 09,X~ILE•
0,?500000E 03,RC0ST•
0,79000CO~ 07,RSPWF•
0,74b9000E o(,CC0ST•
o.11ooonof 05,VLO•
o,sooooocE 02,VEMP•
O,bOOOODOE 02,CCAP•
0,1035000E 03,CS '' WF•
0,74b9000E 011XC0ST•
o,1000000E O],HPRAL•
O,lT43000E 01,
CNUM:
o.1noooooE 03,TIME•
0,8000C00f 01,XSPWF ■
0,7U~9000E 01,RMCT•
O,l4bOOOOE•03,CTA~t•
0,2600000E 02,CGTMC ■
o,1oeo11orE-03,XGTMC•
O,l3bOOOOE•O],CHCST•
0,1000 000E 02, ·CREW•
0,4000000E Ol,FC~5T ■
o,2110000E•03,T~ILE•
o,&OOOOOOf 01,
CRES•
n,1000000E 00,XRES•
o,1oooonoE 00,CWRES•
o,1onononE 00,FITP•
0,2800000E 00,0EPR•
o,~OOOOOOE•Ol,ZC0ST•
o,sooooooE Ob,UC0ST:
0,2000000E 07,ZSIZEs
0,3000000E OJ,ijSlZE•
o,1000000E 08,ZSPWF•
o,74b9000E 01,ZI.AB•
o,2000000E 01,
ULAB=
0.3000000E 01,ZUHLC~
0,8000000E Ol,Z0CT•
o,1000000E Ob,UaCT•
o,snoooooE Ob,&END
&INPUT
YT0'1•
0.1584000E 09,XMlLE•
C,?.SOODOnE 03,RC~ST ■
0,7900000' 07,RSP~F•
n.74b9000E O!,CC05T•
n,11nuo □ oE 05,VLO•
O,]OOOOOOE 02,VEMP•
O,hOOOOOOE 02,CCAP•
0,1035000E 03,CS~~Fa
0,74b9000t 01,XC0ST•
O,lOOOOOOE 03,HPNAL•
0,605DOOOE 00,
C~U~=
o.1noooooE 03,TIME•
D,80 00000E 01,XSPMF•
0,74h9000f 01,NMCT•
0,14h □ aoof-O],CTARE•
0,2800000E 02,CGTMC•
n,1oeo~OOE-03,XGTMC•
0,13&nonaE-03,CHCST•
o,soooooaE 02, •C~Ew:
0,40000 00E Ol,FC0S1•
0,27SOOOUE•Ol,TMILE•
O,bOOOOOQE 03,
CRES=
o.1ononoc£ 00,XRES•
O,IOCOOOO( 00, C~NES•
o,1oro oooc 00,f!TP•
0,2800000E 00,0EP~•
o,aooonooE-Ol,ZC0ST•
0,5000000E Ob,UC~ST•
0,2000000E 07,ZSilE•
0,3000000 E 07, !SIZE•
O,tOOOOOOE oe,zs~~F•
o,74bqooaE 01,ZLAB•
o,2000000E 01,
ULAB•
0,30DOOOOE 01,ZUHLC•
0,8000000E 01,Z~CT•
o,1000000E Ob,U0CT•
o,sooooonE Ob,&ENO
&I\PUT
YTeNa
0,1584000E 09,XMILE• · 0,2500000E 03,NC~ST•
0,1325000 . 07,RSP~f•
0,74b9000E 01,CC0ST•
0,1700000E 05,VLO•
o.snooo,cE 02,VEMP• O,bOOOOOnE 02,CCAP• 0,1035000E 03,CS ·•~f• 0,7ab9000t 01,XCOST• o,1ooooonE 03,HPRAL ■ 0,1743000E 01,
CNUM•
o.sn,no~oE 03,T!~E•
O,BnoooooE 01,XSPNF ■
0,74&qoccE 01,N~CT•
O,IU&UOOOE-03,CTARt•
0,2B000DOE O?,CGTMC•
0,1l&OOOOE•03,CHCST•
O,lOOOOOOE 02,•CREwa
0,4000000E 01,FCOST•
0,271000 0E•D5,TMILE•
0,bOOOOOOE 03,
O,lOBO OOOE - 03,XGTltC•
CR ES•
o.1~00000E 00 ,XRES•
O,IO □ nonoE 00,CWRES•
o,1onooooE 00,FITP•
0,2800000E 00,0tPR•
o,uonooooE-01,ZC0ST•
0,5000000E Ob,UC~ST•
o.2000000E 07,ZSIZE•
0,3000000[ 07, ISI ZE•
o,1000000E oa,zsr~F•
0,74~9000E 01,ZLAB•
o,2000000E 01,
ULAB•
o.1ooonoof. 01,ZUHLC•
O,ROOOOQOE 01,Z0CT•
0,1000000E Ob,U~CT•
0,5000000E O&,&ENO
&I~PUT
YT0N ■
O,t584QOOE n9,XMILE•
0,2500000[ 03,RC~STa
0,1,2,000~ 07,RSPWFa
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7.

UNIT TRAIN COORD INATION WITH OTHER TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS

In many cases it is either mandatory from a practical standpoint
or just economical to combine unit trains with other modes of coal
transportation to achieve a satisfactory mine-to-consumer route.
Probably the most common combination at present is barge with rail.
Generally, barge traffic is cheaper because ships do not pay for repair of waterway locks, etc., and, where lengthy water routes exist,
can be linked with the railroad to provide a relatively inexpensive
yet complete supp ly line.

on the Mississipfi and Ohio Rivers where barges carry millions of
tons of coal annually.

Generally, the arrangement is rail-to-barge

rather than the reverse since few mines are located on water routes.
Power plants, on the other hamd, are commonly situated on navigable
waters.

In 1969 about 63.4 million tons of coal (18.5 percent of the

railborne total destined for domestic consumption) was joint rail and
barge movement [35].

The joint rail and river barge movement amounted

to about 34 million tons out of a total of 103 million tons carried
by barge [36].
Before a decision can be made concerning whether to combine a particular rail route with water borne means,the cost saving per ton-mile
of water transport over rail and the additional expense of transferring the coal
must be evaluated.

The typical high volume long distance unit trains

have transport costs of approximately O.6¢/ton-mile.

Large volume ,

steady coal r 10vements on inland rivers typically cost only O. 25¢/tonmile; the average is probably about O.3¢/ton-mile.

However, barge

rates for cert ain tributary rivers, where congestion in obsolete
navigat i on f a cilities is serious, are reported to be as high as
O.7¢/ton-mile flel.

Also, many water routes tend to be less direct than

rai l or p ipe line routes.
L

This type of system is most applicable

The total point-to-point transport a tion cost
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must be evaluated in these cases rather than the ton-mile costs.

The

facility to transfer coal from rail to barge is probably at least as
complex as a typical rail loading facility, with possibly less storage
capacity if train and barge schedules are synchronized.

Generally,

only one transfer is made as the cost of two transfers increases the
transportation cost per ton too much when combined with the already
lengthy route necessary for a combined mode system.

Possible excep-

tions to this rule might be supply routes involving low sulfur coal
from remote areas where the disadvantages of high transportation costs
can be compensated for by the ability to meet sulfur emission standards.
Some electric utilities are faced with the decision of whether to convert to more expensive, and now scarce, petroleum based fuels to meet
air pollution standards or to go great distances for low sulfur coal to
combine with their regional high sulfur coal supply.
Coal slurry pipeline is another possible mode of transportation that could be combined with unit trains.

Unfortunately, the

very nature of a coal slurry mixture makes it practically impossible to economically transfer it to unit trains.

On the other hand,

there does not seem to be any reason why unit trains could not feed
into a coal slurry preparation plant.

In most cases slurry trans-

portation is economical only for very long distances because of
the extrem~ly high preparation and separation costs ($10 8 investment in
facility for a 12,000 ton/day system) [37].

If a significantly long portion

of slurry pipeline is already in position and an extension of the
route is required, it is usually less costly to construct more
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pipeline rather than try to rely on another mode of transportation to

I

complete the route and hence sustain extra transfer charges.

Because

of this factor a lone , slurry in combination with other systems is very
rare if existent.
The newest and most versatile addition to coal supply systems is
a

pneumatic pipeline.

Using an air suspension of coal particles

usually less than O. 25 inch in diameter,

a

pneumatic pipeline can

achieve significantly lower ton-mile costs than the slurry pipelines.
by avoiding the expensive preparation and separation costs.

Whether

it can provide costs under those of unit trains remains to be
determined; how ever, its greatest advantage lies in its versatility.
If a small capacity supply line is needed to complete an existing rail
network, then a small

inexpensive pipeline could be constructed

rather than building a rail branch line which would not be sufficiently
utilized to justi-fy construction costs .

Many times the only other al-

ternatives are the use of conveyors or truck hauling (both of
which suffer from extremely high ton-mile costs).

Trucks are grossly

inefficient in their fuel usage, while construction costs for conveyors
can run as high as equivalent rail construction costs .

For example, the

Illinois Power Vermillion Power Station is supplied with coal from Zeigler
Coal Company's ~!urdock Mine, 48 miles away.

Coal is transported by

20-ton trucks at the rate of $1 .83/ton or 3.81¢/ton-mile (many times
the rail rate) [38 ].

For a 3.5 mile, 18,000 tons per day coal supply

line, S. L. Soo has projected costs of 1.14¢ per ton-mile for a pneumatic line and 3.83¢ per ton-mile for a conveyor belt [39].
diameter pneumatic pipeline can also achieve the

large

A large

capacity
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of a railroad where a link in the main supply line is required.
A pnewnatic pipeline could be fed by a unit train without difficulty.

If a pneumatic pipeline were feeding a unit train, some

type of car covering might be necessary to avoid loss of coal fines
(present to a lesser extent in large lump coal normally hauled on
unit trains).

A pneumatic pipeline-unit train combination

could lower coal storage requirements at the interface facility
compared to other combinations because of the pneumatic pipeline's
continuous and rapid feed.

Pneumatic lines could gather coal from

small suppliers to feed large rail loading facilities or distribute
coal at an unloading facility to smaller users.

Another future ap-

plication lies in feeding large coal gasification facilities from
several unit trains.

Typically, coal gasification operations will

require much more coal than present single unloading operations can
supply.
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8.

DISCUSSION

Although possibly adequate for today's coal supply system, the
coal unit train system will have to improve significantly to meet
tomorrow's overwhelming demand for coal as an alternative to oil for
energy.

Unit trains will probably remain the primary mover of coal,

especially over high volwne supply lines.

Mixing rai 1 shipments with

barge or pneumatic pipeline can sometimes provide lower transport
costs.

A pneumatic pipeline would be particularly useful to move

coal over short or low volume routes.

It could be used either as a

gathering line to supply a unit train or to distribute rail shipments.
In order to be economical in the future energy market, coal must
be capable of moving swiftly and in large volumes.

The largest im-

pediment to this is the present condition of rail lines.

In order to

support higher rail speeds and loads, most tracks must receive more
than token maintenance.

A few feet of track, a handful of ties, and

several tons of ballast will not be sufficient to upgrade a mile of
track.

Dollar expenditures for upgrading of at the very least six figures

will be necessary on many lines to allow speeds of over 50 mph and
net loads over 100 tons per car with conventional running gear.

Capi-

tal expenditures in this range probably cannot be generated by railroads themselves and outside assistance will be a necessity.

In areas

where long steep grades or sharp curves are present, new earthwork, as
well as new track, will be required, pushing the cost to almost that
of building an all new railroad.
The computer program in Chapter 6 is sufficient to point out
most of the cost factors involved and where optimization efforts might
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be directed.
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Further efforts in this area should include a closer

identification of the variables that affect each cost item and their
functional relationships.

It remains to be seen what speeds and ca-

I

pacities should be employed.
If very high volumes of coal are moved, for example, coal to
gasification facilities, it might even be economical to build all new
railroads over some routes.

This is indicated by the relatively low

ton-mile cost of 0.59¢ for an Illinois model moving 158 million tons
per year (only three times the 1972 Illinois coal production sold to
electric utilities).

This figure is based on a new road construction

cost of $1.58 million per mile and speeds of 50 mph loaded and 60 mph
empty.

On the other hand, with a lower capacity of 79 million tons per

year and double the road cost ($3.16 million per mile), the cost soars
to 1.5¢ per ton-mile.

These two costs per ton-mile estimates can be

compared with an actual case.

Averaging the ton-mile costs and the

mileage for 13 western coal unit trains operated by the Burlington
Northern Railroad in 1974 yields a cost of 0.673¢ per ton-mile over a
distance of 913 miles (41].

Unit coal trains operating over shorter

distances generally have much higher ton-mile costs as exemplified
by the Missouri Pacific Railroad.

For ten trains, the average cost

was 1.31¢ per ton-mile over a distance of 89.3 miles (42].

Unit coal

train rates are obviously inversely proportional to annual

capacity

and trip mileage.

Their combined effect on ton-mileage could be
.

plotted versus train rates as in the graph by Nathan Associates (see
Fig. 3).
All the computer cost charts show that the 30-60 mph models
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are /less expensive than the 50-60 mph models.

This may or may not

I

be telcvent

to the question of optimum train speed.

Part of the

reason for this is that the extra power available (especially in the
50 and 60 mph case) is not able to be utilized on the empty trains.
Allowing much higher speeds on new roads might be more realistic and
could alter thi s comparison significantly.

If higher speeds and

longer trains continue to be employed, higher horsepower locomotive units will probably be advantageous.
With the onset of the gasification of high sulfur coals (e.g.,
the majority of Illinois coal), long distance unit trains which were
formerly necessary for supplying low sulfur coals from the west will
be largely discontinued.

Other national supply lines over 700 miles,

once conceivable, may also fold.

The flow of coal may re-

vert to a regional level with the only interregional flow going to
particular areas ·w here coal is

scarce.

The possibilities are:

1.

Illinois or Appalachian coal to the deep South and

2.

Wyoming-Montana coal to th e West coast.

However, these too may be uneconomical if the same energy can be
transport ed in gaseous form by conventional pipeline.
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9.

1.

SUMMARY

ln Illinois, where a large expansion in coal production can

be expected, a two-fold in crease in south-north unit train shipments
over 250 miles at 50 mph still yi e lds a tra in density well within
safe limits.
2.

To obtain train speeds of 50 mph, significant upgrading of

the current railroad system is needed.

Current expenditures for

maintenance do not insure a reliable and economical system.
3.

In order to support large increases in the amount of coal

shipped, locomotives of 10,000 horsepower unit capacity are advantageous
for the most economical operation.
4.

Rail shipments, mixed with barge, pneumatic pipeline, or both, can

improve the economy of unit train operation especially in light of
recent proposed rail abandonments.

A pneumatic pipeline can be used

either as a gathering line to supply a railroad unit train or to distribute rail shipments.
5.

Increased reliance on coal gasification wil 1 radically alter

the structure of interregional coal unit shipments.

Most of these

long distance shipments (over 700 miles) will cease to exist (e.g.,
low sulfur western coal to the Midwest).
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